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CHAPTER I

A PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND AN EXPLANATION OF INTENTIONS

The project was to direct William Gibson's A Cry of Players. 

Somehow that simple, though accurate, statement does not seem to 

adequately describe the undertaking. Directing entails an enormous 

variety of tasks. A more detailed definition of the project would 

list many elements including play selection, research, casting, 

rehearsing, and dealing with costuming, set considerations, and other

technical aspects. All of these elements, and more, were incorporated 

to produce the final project.

The first step in the project was to select a play for production. 

Play selection can be a long and tiring task. It was necessary to take 

into consideration the confines of the Carroll College Little Theatre, 

the number of people available to participate, the abilities of those 

people, the acceptability of the play to the Carroll and Helena 

audiences, and finally the personal limitations of an inexperienced 

director. With these considerations in mind several months were spent 

pouring over numerous scripts.

When first reading William Gibson's A Cry of Players it is hard 

not to fall in love with the beauty of the language. Gibson writes in 

a poetic style with images and symbolism rampant in his dialogue. In 

one passage where Will struggles with his desire to go to London he 

anguishingly spouts:

1
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London. Be still, you pulsing toad in me, be still. Is 
there one face that swims in my tear I cannot now see dead 
and out of my way? Such murder is in me: and in all the 
swarms that copulate, lift any stone the bugs are as busy 
as little soldiers and butchers.

The language gives the text a poetic air which lends itself to the period 

and the subject, William Shakespeare.

In addition to the beauty of the language, every one of Gibson's 

♦ characters has depth and discernable personality. Gibson has a remark

able ability to define character through dialogue. When Fulk hisses 

at Meg, "Shut up ye old bad, ye want the gamekeeper on us?"^, the 

character's crudeness is immediately apparent. The richness of the parts 

would give actors the opportunity to challenge themselves with interest

ing characters.

The most gripping aspect of A Cry of Players, however, is Gibson's 

treatment of problems in human relationships and his attempt to have his 

characters answer some very fundamental human questions that still have 

consequence in our lives today. One example is Will's struggle to choose 

between his family and his haunting desire to express himself artistically 

This is a problem many people must deal with today, the choice between 

self-fulfillment and a responsibility to others. Other issues treated 

are infidelity, jealousy, the significance of sex in a relationship and 

the questions, what am I doing with my life? and is love enough?

For all of its good points, however, the script has some major 

disadvantages. First and foremost, the cast is large, numbering some 

twenty-two people. Were there twenty-two people available and could

William Gison, A Cry of Players (New York: Antheum, 1968),

2Ibid., p. 4

p. 89
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the director handle such a large group?

Secondly, the wording and the style of the script might be 

difficult for actors to understand and master. The poetic composition 

and the almost Elizabethan wording were hard to grasp reading the play.

How much more difficult would it be trying to get meaning across when 

speaking the words on stage?

The play required some moments of intense emotion. Both the main 

characters, Anne and Will, experience extreme emotions through the course 

of the play. The actors who played the roles would need to have the 

ability to convey believeably such emotions as rage, anguish, despair 

and hysteria. How could the director know whether or not the talent 

was available to handle such high drama?

There were also some difficult staging considerations. A few of 

the problems were: three people had to be in the stocks for an extended 

period of time; a man had to be whipped on stage; Jenny had to climb out 

of a window and be stranded on a ledge in addition to getting her foot 

snapped off in a trap; not to mention the need for a hunchback and a one- 

armed man. A director with limited experience might find these staging 

considerations too difficult to even attempt.

Finally, the script contained an abundance of what might be considered 

foul language and sexual connotations. It was impossible to anticipate 

what the reaction from audiences would be. They might not mind and then 

again they might be terribly offended. The script was abandoned, the 

search continued and many more plays were read.

For some reason A Cry of Players kept resurfacing. It had something 

to say. The script had meaning and relevance and would give actors the 

opportunity to challenge themselves and would definitely be a challenge 

to the director. It was not a simple script that could be hurriedly



thrown together and succeed. To overcome the previously stated 

disadvantages, a great deal of work and concentration would be required.

Both the actors and the director would have to work hard to succeed.

But even without success, the potential for learning and growth in

the director and the actors was well worth the risk.

After selecting the play and reading it over four or five times 

the research began. Research consisted of gathering as much information 

as possible regarding the author, previous productions, the period and 

the place in which the play was set, and William Shakespeare. Although 

the story is not based on any documented historical evidence3, it is 

obviously about Shakespeare. After all the research (which will be 

further discussed in Chapter II) was completed, decisions about the 

importance of the Shakespeare connection had to be made.

Addressing that question brought about several concept decisions. 

Yes, the play was about Shakespeare’s early life but was that the most 

important consideration? Was that what the play was about? Considering 

the universality of the subject matter it was deemed more important to 

focus on the conflicts and relationships of the man rather than the 

historical figure. If it was possible to get anything across to the 

audience it would be of primary importance to convey the love, the emo

tion and the torment that was involved in the relationship between Will

and Anne.

Reading the reviews from the New York production made it obvious

that the language and the wording had given audiences problems in 
4

comprehension. If the professional company had experienced difficulty

3
Jack Kroll, "Theatre in Review," Newsweek, 25 November 1968,

4
Harold Clurman, "Theatre," Nation, 2 December 1968, p. 604-5

p. 126
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conveying meaning to an audience it would be impossible, in four weeks, 

to get an amateur cast to be able to deliver lines so that an audience 

would understand every word and reference. The decision to strive for 

believeable emotion first and total comprehension second was controver

sial but when time is an issue certain elements must be sacrificed. As

long as the actor delivered the line with the proper emotion, motivation 

and subtext the audience would most likely comprehend the general idea 

of the situation without understanding the precise meaning of every word.

For example, when viewing a Shakespearean play it is often 

difficult to understand every word uttered but the emotional interpreta

tion of the words carries the message of the play.

Having decided that the emotions and relationships were of primary 

importance, the set and the costumes were conceptualized so as not to 

detract from that major focus of attention. The intention was to blend 

those elements so well into the production that they would not even be 

noticed or at least not call any undue attention to themselves.

The set was to be as obscure as possible. A design for a simple 

set with very defined acting areas was conceived. (See Appendix B, 

figure l) One concern was that the stocks, which had to be large enough 

to hold three people, would dominate the small stage. It was determined 

that there would be as few mobile set pieces as possible because the play 

was written in such short segments that lengthy scene changes would dis

rupt the flow of the show. The set concepts were to await further 

contemplation until consultation with the set designer, Rick penrod of 

Grand Street Theatre, was possible.

Gibson stated in his introductory remarks to the play that he 

envisioned the costumes as being suggestive of the period. His reason

ing was that Elizabethans had different ideas about what clothing
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symbolized. For example it was not unusual to see a man in Elizabethan 

times wearing a tunic, tights and a codpiece. (See Appendix C, figure l) 

However these articles of clothing on a man today might suggest femini

nity. In addition, codpieces were often stuffed with cloth to enlarge 

the appearance of the genitals which would seem obscene to audiences 

today. Truly authentic costumes might seem unusual to the modem eye 

and call ’undue attention to themselves. In an attempt to alleviate 

such problems, all costumes were fashioned after the period but with 

the modem eye in mind.

The costumes also nedded to convey the squalor of the times. The 

people of the Elizabethan Era, especially the peasants,were filthy. 

Bathing was not done on a regular basis and the fork had not yet been 

invented.5 Tattered clothes and a muted color palette would help

. achieve the desired mood. Once again nothing was to call attention

to itself. The costumes were to be so believeable that they would not

even be noticed.

The characters were divided into three categories. First, the 

upper class, Sir Thomas, in fine clothing, second, the players in faded 

finery, and finally the townspeople in varying degrees of rags. The 

costumes could help to define class structure.

The set and the costumes could help with another conception. It 

was desired that an aura of the period be created to help transport the 

audience back in time. In addition to music, the muted colors and tat

tered quality of the costumes and the set could help set the tone.

The final and most important intention was to bring the play to 

life through realistic characters. The creation of this realism on stage,

H. Dodd, Elizabethan England (New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons, 1973), p. 80
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allows the audience to become personally involved with the characters 

and their story. In this instance, to create reality is to aid in the 

suspension of disbelief.

The previously stated intentions were developed after reading 

and researching the script. However visions are not always realized 

and to adhere too vehemently, without compromise, to original concepts 

can destroy the creativity that comes from the collaboration of many 

individuals which makes theatre the vital art form it is.



CHARIER II

RESEARCH

The research for this production of A Cry of Players can be 

divided into four areas, the author, William Gibson, reviews form pre

vious productions, William Shakespeare, and the Elizabethan Era. Infor

mation concerning many elements of the research process was scarce, making 

the endeavor lengthy and frustrating.

Information about Gibson himself is sparse. A short biography 

was found in Contemporary Authors which gave little information about 

Gibson as a playwright. A Mass for the Dead, a book by William Gibson, 

is autobiographical in nature but it is difficult to discern which 

parts are fictional and which are based in fact.

In an attempt to understand something about Gibson's style and his 

treatment of other subjects, two of his other plays, Two for the Seesaw

and The Miracle Worker, were read. Gibson likes to examine human rela

tionships. He creates situations in which there is a great deal of 

conflict and allows his characters to resolve the problems. The impor

tant focus is always on the characters and not the plot.

A Cry of Players was written in 19^8 but was not staged until 1968 

when it was performed at the Lincoln Center starring Trank Langella and 

Anne Bancroft. The play was not well recieved by the critics. Harold 

Clurman of Nation had difficulty understanding the language and felt that 

the verse was a poor attempt at imitating Shakespeare.0 Jack Kroll of

^Harold Clurman, "Theatre," Nation, 2 December 1968, p. 604-5

8
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Newsweek said that Will was a stock character and showed little

imagination on the part of the playwright.? Henry Hewes of The Saturday 

Review thought the style of writing left a great deal to be desired and 

went on to say that both leads had some good moments tut that Langella’s
Q

boisterousness and Bancroft's sternness were overplayed. Focusing on 

single characteristics too intensely made the characters lack depth.

The reviews were helpful in that they pointed out both the need to 

create real, many dimensional characters and the need to be aware of the 

possible problems the language of the play could pose. The negative 

bent of the reviews was disheartening. However, perhaps the nature of 

the play called for close contact with the audience in an intimate set

ting or perhaps their production had focused too much on single characters 

instead of relationships. The reviews stimulated these types of questions 

which helped to give direction to the rehearsal process.

Gibson based his play on the early life of William Shakespeare.

His father, John, was a bailiff, Sandells was a trusty friend of Anne's 

family and Gilbert and Susanna did live.^ But besides the mere knowledge 

that these people existed, there is little documented evidence about the 

period in Shakespeare's life after Susanna's birth and his emergence, 

seven years later in London, as an actor and a playwright.Shakespeare's 

whole life is sketchy. Reading a multitude of biographies about him

?Jack Kroll, "Theatre in Review," Newsweek, 25 November 1968.
p. 126

®Henry Hewes, "Reviews," The Saturday Review, 30 November 1968,
p. 60

Q
S. Schoenbaum, Shakespeare's Lives (Mew York: Oxford University 

Press, 1970)

^Russell Fraser, Shakespeare (New York: New American Library,
1963) p. 8
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did not produce any additional information.

The play is conjecture but strangely believeable. However the 

important idea was not that the play was about Shakespeare but about 

a man in conflict with himself. The characters and their relationships 

were of more consequence than the historical figure.

That Will represented Shakespeare may not have been of primary 

importance but the period in which the play was set would have to be 

carefully researched in order to help produce a believeable aura of the 

times. The clothes they wore and how these people lived were important 

elements. Reading about Elizabethan England produced two sketches (See 

Appendix G, figures i and 2) which helped to capture the clothes of 

the period for the nobles, the beggars and the players.

Further research showed the squalor of town life and how every 

aspect of the townspeoples' lives was overseen by a ruling noble.

The class structure was clearly defined. Many other facts about 

Elizabethan life were obtained through research.

All of this information, although not necessarily used directly in 

the production, helped to establish a feeling for the play. Although 

the costumes and the life style of the people of the era were not copied 

exactly, certain elements, such as the dirtiness, were utilized. Other 

elements of the research process, for example the reviews, helped in 

the final analysis. Research is simply the first layer, of many, which 

forms the base on which the final project is built.

l^A. H. Dodd, Elizabethan England (New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons, 1973) p. 91



CHAPTER III

THE PROCESS

After selecting and researching the play, the hulk of the 

directorial process begins, the casting and rehearsing of the play. 

Auditions would he difficult because of the number of people wanting 

to participate. Over thirty people would be auditioning for some 

twenty-two parts in two nights. If not cautious, total pandimonium

could set in.

The first move toward an orderly audition was to dispense with 

time consuming improvisational readings and attack the script immediately. 

Twenty pieces of dialogue, with a varied combination of characters, were 

selected from the script. (See Appendix D) Everyone present was assigned 

a segment to read. A chart with all of the characters listed (See 

Appendix D) was prepared and as each person read their name was written 

in the box of the character for which they might be suited. The remain

der of the first night people continued reading as many parts as possible. 

At the end of the evening there was a list of names in each box.

The next night every new person read once. Then people read for 

the characters in which boxes their names were written. If they did not 

seem to fit the part their names were crossed out of the box. The rest 

was a process of elimination. By some miracle, at the end of the night 

almost every box had been narrowed down to one person. At the end of 

the second night of auditions anyone was allowed to read for any part

11
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they wished. By the conclusion of auditions, with the aid of the 

audition chart, the show was almost completely cast. The auditions 

had run smoothly and everyone who participated seemed satisfied.

Four weeks is a relatively short time to put together such a lengthy 

and complex show as A Cry of Players. Every rehearsal day would have to 

be used wisely if the production were to be ready for opening night. 

Because the cast was large there would be a great deal of difficulty in

arranging schedules. Not casting someone who had a busy schedule was 

not an alternative because everyone who auditioned was needed. Absentee

ism was to plague the rehearsal process up until the last week.

Since everyone could not rehearse at the same time every night, 

posting a weekly rehearsal schedule became necessary. One day before

the end of each week the cast would have a scheduling session and decide 

what time rehearsals would be the following week. This process was both 

confusing and frustrating but was unfortunately the only plausible

solution.

In order to prepare the show in time for opening the rehearsal pro

cess was divided into sections. (See Appendix E) The task set for each 

week had to be accomplished, according to schedule, to succeed. Comple

tion of a task ahead of schedule would allow for extra time to deal with 

details that would otherwise have been forgotten in the interest of time.

The first week the schedule called for blocking all three acts of 

the play. (See Appendix A) Unfortunately the set design, which was 

needed to block the show, had not been completed. During the research 

period the show had been blocked according to the envisioned floor plan. 

(See Appendix B, figure l) Having conferred with Rick Penrod, it was 

assumed that the set would resemble the director's floor plan and that 

the pre-blocking would fit in with his final design. The blocking went 

smoothly and the task for the next week would be attacked on schedule.
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Week two arrived and so did the set design. (See Appendix B, figure 

2) It incorporated none of the original design concepts. There were 

never two such dissimilar floor plans. The first concept envisioned a 

very simple restricted set and Rick's was nothing like that. Acceptance 

of his design would mean reblocking almost the entire show.

The decision of which set to use was a difficult one to make.

A lack of knowledge about set design, the dullness of the original con

cept and the realization that it would add nothing to the production 

were all points against the first concept. Rick's model of the set 

evoked a feeling of the period and seemed to set a mood for the play.

His design was simple, would be easy to construct, and the poles he 

placed around the stage could be used to represent the forest, doorways, 

and I envisioned that the center pole could function as both the stocks 

and the whipping post. Admittedly his design was better suited to the 

production. Although reblocking would be time consuming it could only 

benefit the production in the end.

Abandoning the original concept was difficult. Having worked with 

that image so long it had almost become a part of the production. 

However, with the realization that his set could only help the show 

reblocking commenced.

Reblocking was not as difficult as was anticipated. Adjustments 

were made and the new set concept seemed to stimulate new ideas in both 

the director and the cast. One idea was to use as much of the stage as 

possible with as much variety as possible. Another idea of having the 

actors enter through the audience(See Appendix A, p. 11 and p. 12)some- 

how seemed appropriate. The poles were used as much as possible to lean 

against, to tie people to, and to swing around. Their versatility 

became a major asset.
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The main objection to Rick’s set was the small platform which was 

to represent both the house and the tavern. (See Appendix B, figure 2)

It would be difficult to move a large number of people around on an 

open stage but to attempt to set traffic patterns for a group of 

people on such a small platform seemed impossible. The blocking for 

the scenes on that platform took up a great deal of rehearsal time.

But with patience on both the actors’ and the director's part, the scenes 

were soon moving with little difficulty.

After the blocking was set several statements that had been made 

at the original read-through were brought up again. When dealing with 

a group of people who have varying degrees of theatrical experience it 

cannot be taken for granted that anyone knows what it is to create a 

character. Everyone was reintroduced to the word believeability.

The cast was told that every word they uttered as a character had 

to be believeable. The only way to do this was for the actors to know 

the answers to several questions. Who were they on stage? What was the 

motivation for saying or doing something on stage? What did the lines 

mean? And what was the subtext or what were they thinking when they 

said a line? Although it was a lengthy task, everyone was to analyze 

every one of their lines and be able to answer those questions. Although 

this practice does not insure believeability it is a good start at 

creating a character.

It is difficult to divide the rest of the rehearsal process into 

stages. A director does not do one thing and then another. He does a 

million things at once. To better understand this, some elements 

stressed by the director of this production should be explored.

One important element was motivation. Somehow the actors had to 

be motivated so they would work for the production. Initially the cast
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was told, that their characters were their own. The characters were

challenging and they could meet that challenge if they worked at it.

If one character was unbelieveable it could jerk an entire audience out 

of the realm of illusion and into the realm of dismal reality. The 

possible impact of the production on an audience was continually 

stressed but first the primary goal, believeability, had to be reached.

In the quest for believeability all glaringly unbelieveable lines, 

actions and props were removed. For example, in the third scene of the 

first act (See Appendix A, p. 24) Richards supposedly has trapped a fox. 

Hearing the pained animal howl, he races on stage to stab the fox twice. 

No matter what was used for the fox it always looked like the prop it 

was. The proxemity of the audience to the stage in the Carroll College 

Little Theatre unfortunately requires that props be authentic to be 

believeable. A piece of fur would never pass for a dead fox because the 

audience is close enough to discern the difference. Instead of wasting 

precious time looking for a solution, all references to the fox were cut. 

On a large stage a piece of fur, viewed from a distance, might be totally 

believeable bit this cut and others were necessary to adapt the play to 

this particular theatre.

To further help create believeability other elements were worked on 

such as reblocking, interpretation, relationships, subtext and meaning. 

Also listening was continually stressed. If the characters on stage were 

not listening to each other then why should the audience? In addition, 

other factors stressed were the actor's focus of attention and his re

action to a scene when not directly involved.

Because the believeability of the characters of Anne and Will was

so important to the outcome of the show the two actors and the director 

had many analysis sessions. It was important that both actors understood
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and accepted the terms of their characters and their relationship to each 

other. Each character was carefully outlined and each line, in every 

scene they had together, was analyzed. Interpretations from both the 

director and the actors were considered and a compromise reached. It 

was through this type of collaborative analysis that the characters of 

Anne and Will and their relationship came to life.

All lines were to be memorized by the beginning of the third week.

The importance of early memorization had been previously stressed. It 

is very difficult to accomplish anything when actors are continually 

forgetting their lines. That week rehearsals were scheduled an hour 

earlier so the cast could practice their lines as a group. With the 

help of early memorization and the practice sessions there were relatively 

few problems that week, or later, with lines.

During the fourth week the show was performed each night without 

interruption while the director took notes. The first three weeks the 

show had been stopped everytime something was not right. Notes were 

given verbally and the problem section was repeated until corrected. If 

it was not right the following night, the show was stopped again and 

again until it was right. This way the change was remembered.

The cast was asked if they would prefer to be given written notes 

that night or the next day before rehearsal. It was decided that if the 

notes were given that night they would forget them by the next day. The 

first note session lasted one hour. With the realization that actors 

have difficulty remembering notes, the same notes were patiently repeated 

until they were remembered. Both the verbal and the written notes were 

beneficial because they helped to reinforce the good and correct the bad.

The final week consisted of watching, listening, taking notes and 

taking more notes. During the last week several scenes between Anne and 

Will were noticeably awkward. Some "clever" blocking had been done
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which unfortunately was not clever enough to work. At the beginning of

the week Will and Anne stayed after rehearsal. For two nights the

awkward scenes were worked until they were satisfactory. 2very word in 

the scenes was analyzed and the blocking rearranged. This concentrated 

effort on a single section of the play is something which should have 

been done with every scene in the production but there simply was not 

enough time.

The last element worked on before opening night was pacing. At the 

beginning of the fourth week the show was dragging. The actors had energy 

and there was some good intense emotion in sections but the show seemed 

to almost crawl along. Before this time the thought was that the slow

ness was due to not knowing lines or trouble with blocking. After 

analysis the problem was spotted. The cast had no conception of cue- 

pickup. There were "pregnant" pauses between cues that were giving birth. 

Something needed to be done.

The actors were given permission to cut off the last word of the 

person who spoke before them. If the actors started cutting off too much 

of the other person's line, they were told to cut back. This method made

the cast aware of what their exact cue words were and there was never a

problem with pacing again. The actors could feel the difference between 

a slow pace and a quick pace once they had been alerted to the problem. 

They never wanted to return to the slow pace again.

Two essential elements to believeable emotion are build and tension. 

Build is a theatrical term meaning, arriving at an emotion through a pro

gressive, controlled climb to that emotion. For example, an audience 

will have a difficult time believing an actor is angry if one line is 

delivered sweetly and the very next line is delivered in a rage. To be 

believeable the actor must slowly climb or build to the rage. Build
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is necessary for believeable emotion therefore many hours were spent

focusing on this problem.

Tension is also necessary for believeable emotion. If someone is 

yelling at the top of their lungs while casually perched on a desk and 

leisurely swinging their leg the emotion will not read. Body tension 

is necessary to carry the message. Anne cannot approach Sir Thomas in 

her anguished state (See Appendix A, p. 79) and plead for Will with her 

arms resting loosely at her sides. Her voice is tense and every part 

of her body should be tense. Tension was also a major focus of attention 

throughout the rehearsal process.

In addition to these major areas of concentration there were a 

number of details that had to be dealt with. Costuming was fairly 

simple. After an explaination of the original concept including muted 

color and the three divisions of characters, things fell into place.

The costumes took the modem eye into consideration and were well suited 

to the characters and the play.

Three days before opening, the technical aspects of the production 

were added. There were no sound effects that had to come from the

soundbooth except for music at the beginning, middle and end of the show. 

(See Appendix A) The music selected was as near to the period as could 

be found and fit the mood of the show helping to place the audience in 

the right time period.

Lighting was also added at this time. Because of a failure to 

consult closely with the light designer, all of the areas were not lit 

as effectively as they could have been. There was some confusion as to 

which areas were supposed to be lit as exterior scenes and which were

to be lit as interior scenes. However, with patience and three days of
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adjusting the levels of light and the areas to be lit, lighting was 

produced that did not detract from the show.

The process of casting and rehearsing a show entails many elements 

Each decision made by a director during this period will eventually 

affect the outcome of the project. From the moment the cast has been 

chosen to the last day of rehearsal the director will attempt to mold 

this particular group of people into characters that will tell the 

playwright's story. His ultimate task during this period is to bring 

the written word to life.



CHAPTER IV

A DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

Finally, all of the work culminates on opening night. Several 

things happen to a production when it is first viewed by an audience.

A director attempts, through the rehearsal process, to view the show 

as an audience member. He tries to anticipate audience reaction. Try 

as he may, he sometimes falls short. The audience simply does not 

always respond according to plan. During the tavern fight between 

Jenny and Anne (See Appendix A, p. 3^-5) the audience’s boisterous 

laughter and dheering was unanticipated. The first night, lines were 

covered by the laughter because the actors were unprepared for the 

response. As the show ran however, the cast soon picked up a sense of 

playing laughter.

The character of Fulk was immensely comic to the audience. Every 

line he uttered was a joke. This was unanticipated. At times he 

dominated scenes which had an important message. (See Appendix A, p. 57) 

Thankfully none of the actors responded to the laughter by playing up 

their gag lines. Sometimes actors will tend to overemphasize lines 

they know will get a laugh trying for a bigger laugh. This takes away 

from the naturalness of the production.

The play had been fairly well set in the rehearsal process, so the 

show went as it usually had with only a few mishaps. At one point the 

lights came up during a scene change revealing three actors binding themselves

20
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to a post. The actors, although a little shaken, remained in character 

and played out the scene. Because the players did not let the light 

problem bother them the audience did not take much notice and seemed

to let it slide.

Opening night there were a few lines forgotten, a few late entrances, 

and some problems with props. Besides these minor problems the show

seemed to move and build well. The audience seemed to be involved in 

the show. There were a few gasps when Jenny got her foot trapped (See 

Appendix A, p. 5^) and when Pulk was told that he would lose his hand.

(See Appendix A, p. 78) There was laughter during the fight scene (See 

Appendix A, p. 35) and during the pig tale. (See Appendix A, p. 43)

People seemed to be concentrating on what was happening on stage.

The energy level, the emotional builds and the climaxes were 

consistant for the five nights of performance. Each night the play 

went according to plan. There were no major mishaps. In addition to 

consistency, each performance had a sense of unity. There was a definite 

middle,beginning and end. There was also a sense of concentration on 

both the actor’s and the audience's part. The actors were concentrating 

on what was happening on stage and the audience was concentrating on them. 

All of these factors together helped to make the show believeable.

During performance the show is out of the director's hands because 

his job is done. It is always difficult to let go and know that the play 

is in the actors' hands but if the director has done his job well, the 

actors will be true to his direction and play the show as rehearsed.

The fear that the actors will do as they please after opening night must 

be replaced with trust in the actors. If the relationship between 

the director and the actor has been well and firmly established
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there should, be no problems.

Generally the performances went well and both the director and 

the actors were pleased. It is nice to say that the process which 

leads up to performance is what should be valued but it always helps 

to have both a good rehearsal process and a good production.



CHAPTER V

OBSERVATIONS AND SUMMARY

Because of the personal nature of observations it is necessary 

to revert to using the first person form. My opinions about the 

production and myself will be discussed. This type of appraisal 

is important to help evaluate such a personal experience.

After the last show Sunday night, I assessed the production. I

made a list of what I considered the successes and the failures of 

the show.(See Appendix F) Then I asked myself what I had learned from 

this experience. As I explored I realized that the relative success 

of the production was secondary. Many more important things had come 

from this experience.

I had seen people who had never been on stage before create 

believeable characters and feel good about that and themselves. I 

saw others who had some stage experience meet the challenges of their 

roles and perform better than they ever had before. There had definitely 

been growth in the entire cast as actors and as people but I too had

grown.

I learned to balance truth with diplomacy. No matter what area of 

theatre you are working in you are always dealing with egos. In any art 

form people expose a part of their inner self which can be publicly viewed 

and critisized. This can be a very delicate situation. If a director 

does not care for a costume or a set he must remember to respect the
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artistic temperment of his associate. If a director does not use tact 

he will end up alienating people and with alienation collaboration is 

impossible.

In addition I learned the importance of trust, motivation, and 

understanding. If a cast does not trust a director they will tend not 

to listen to him. If a director does not motivate his actors they will 

not work as hard. And if there is no understanding between the director

and his cast confusion and misdirection will result. Unfortunately 

there is no secret formula to achieving any of these. Each group of 

people a director works with will respond differently.

I also became aware of the importance of individuality. Every 

person is different and every person responds to different stimulus.

Some respond to criticism and some to praise. I tried to be as honest 

as possible without seriously damaging any egos. I attempted to 

encourage those who needed it. It is a difficult feat to remain 

sensitive to everyones* needs when the rehearsal process is in full 

swing. The effort, however, is well worth the results.

Finally I came to respect directing. Directing is not an easy 

job. It requires many diverse talents. A director must have a know

ledge of technical aspects of the theatre, be able to deal with people, 

have artistic vision, be able to communicate, and have the ability to 

understand and transform a script into believeable action on stage.

Inlike any other artists, a director uses other people to create his art 

form. With the human element involved the director's job is a volatile 

one. He must constantly adjust and readjust to bring about exactly the 

right human chemistry to create his work of art. Too much praise and

the cast could become overconfident and not work as hard. Too little
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praise and the cast might become discouraged. The director must 

sense the atmosphere and provide the necessary adjustments. This 

can be a never ending task.

Like a conductor, a director must know every aspect of his 

orchestra and bring the proper blend of instruments together to 

create theatre. It is frustrating at times. The seemingly never 

ending line of details and problems could aggravate the saintliest 

of people. Directing is an arduous task but, in the end, a very 

rewarding one.
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PROMPT SCRIPT
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A CRY OF PLAYERS
Scene 1

Moonlight on platform, a tree. Three surreptitious voices 
approach, whispering and singing.
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VOICES [Otf]:
'Twas 7 that paid for all things,
’Jwas others drank the wine,
7 cannot now recall things—

("Will, a tipsy youth in leathery work-clothes, climbs into the 
moonlight.)
WILL: Full moon. Milady, brimful in the high places, what are we 
for? (Tulk climbs tipsily on, middle-aged, filthy, one-armed, he has 
a wine jug. Meg, equally filthy, follows with fish on a pole. Wilf 
reaches for the jud.) Fulk, wine is a thief.
FULK: Dry as a stick, boy.
MEG: Talerol lero! loo! ( ioud^
FULK [Hissing]: Shut up, ye old bag, ye want the gamekeeper 
on us? (They listen, not moving.)
WILL. What use I’m to make of this shell of its former self bringt 
me to the pith of the evening. (He retires with the iuct to urinate 
into it, Mk sits to cut the fish from the poler)
FULK: Let’s divide the forbidden fruit.
MEG: What fruit?
FULK: The fish. Now there’s four smelly fish—
WILL [Apart]-. And three smelly poachers—
MEG: Speak for yeself, boy.
FULK: Hey, ye scholar, how many times does four fish go into 
three poachers? /
WILL: Once into, once out ofy^Vhat’s that? (They listen, not 
moving.) '
FULK: Is it the keeper, is it the keeper? (An-arrew springs-rnto 
the -tree ai-'Wdl-'-s hand, quiverirtgr)
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WILL: Flee for life and honor! (They scatter, Richards comes run
ning >w with a crossbow.)
RICHARDS: Stop there! Stop or—Ye hear me? Stop! (Meg re
appears, running.')
MEG: The fish, the fish! (Sbe grabs up the pale, Richards taMes 
lux.)
RICHARDS: Got ye! Ha, poaching fish, are ye?
MEG: Let me go, let me go—
RICHARDS: Stealing the fish, see what Sir Thomas says—
MEG [Tfflils]: Let me go, there’s plenty fish left— (Will and 
7ulk running back in yank at Richards' feet, and boist him by the. 
ankles,)
WILL: Run, you lubber cow!
RICHARDS: Put me down, ye thieves, put me down!
FULK: Down?
WILL: Down! (They drop Richards, Will tbrusts the jug into bis 
hands, and they run out. Richards holds thrrjug with its last-gur-

RICHARDS: Piss? Ye murdering thieves, I’ll get ye—pe>c Vta>’s. 
WILL, FULK, MEG [Otf]:

'Twas J that beat the bush,
The bird to others flew—

RfGHARDS: I’ll see ye in the stoeks yet!-(The singing fades, the 
moonlight dies, the drum of the following scene is hcuid u! once.)
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Scene 2

Morning, an empty stschfi j4 drum and-a trumpet, dis
tant: approach ■ with a-stir of voices, a young child, 
Susanna, runs in.

SUSANNA: Mamma, Mamma! (Anne, a comely woman of 30, 
enters bearing a washbasket.) Mamma, the players, they’re coming! 
ANNE: What, love?
SUSANNA: The players, Mamma! (Ragged Townspeople guthei 
onstage, in a crescendo of excitement-)

I TOWNSMAN: Is it the players?
Z. TOWNSWOMAN: They say it’s players coming to town—
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| TOWNSWOMAN: Are they coming here, are ye sure they’re 
coming here?

2. TOWNSMAN: Listen, ye can hear them—
I TOWNSWOMAN: Will they be acting us plays, d’ye think?
2. TOWNSWOMAN: Why else are they coming? It’s players all

right—
SUSANNA: Can 1 see the plays, Mamma, can I, can I?
ANNE: And why not, won’t we all see them, ye little goose?

I TOWNSMAN: Listen to them! Can ye see them coming there?
2-TOWNSWOMAN: It’s Kemp, it’s Willie Kemp and his men!

(The procession of Players spills onstage, surrounded by a clamor 
of Townspeople, unkempt and brutish. The Players are led by little 
'Kemp, shipping-and beating n~dnrm, the others are Tied, Iteming, 
Pope, and a boy, Arthur, all carrying bundles. 'Kemp leaps upon 
the stocks, instantly the showman.)
KEMP: Good people of this good town, new faces and old friends, 
I say old friends because I’ve been here before. Who remembers 
proud, handsome, lordly Kemp?
ANNE: I remember ye, Willie Kemp, poor man, ye haven’t grown 
an inch—
KEMP: And I remember you, that honest face looking up at me in 
admiration, just before you threw the turnip. Friends, is there any 
of you believes in plays? (Cheers.) And will you come to see our 
plays? (Cheers.) I’m glad to hear you. We see some men with 
black suits and behinds like pins would take the bread out of the 
mouths of players, they say plays teach lewdness. Do I look like 
a lewd man, I won’t give you time to answer that, but beware or 
the black suits will take away all your sins. Now we’ll be here 
three days, plays every afternoon in the inn-yard, old favorites and 
a new play never— (Sir Thomas, a tall and austere man with a 
slick, enters with Richards, the crowd becomes chilled.)
SIR THOMAS: What is the purpose of this gathering?
NED: Why, we’re players, sir.
SIR THOMAS: Players. Come to distract our people from their 
work, and show them lies, and take their pennies with you.
KEMP: We don’t show lies, we show fables, to take their minds 
off themselves—
SIR THOMAS: Let them think on themselves, and their actions as 
creatures made in the image of God. Allegedly. Berry! (Barry, a-hulk 
of-a man, pushes through I be crowd.) ^‘dnorcls t
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SIR THOMAS: Must I myself keep the streets clear? Vagabonds 
may be whipped out of town, and they know it.
NED [Annoyed]: We’re not vagabonds, sir, we’re players in 
service.
SIR THOMAS: You are attached to a peer?
KEMP: Show the paper, Ned. (Ned passes a baber to Sir Jhotnas, 
who reads itj
SIR THOMAS: The Earl of Leicester is a great man: he should 
know the parable of the blind leading the blind. You are not 
licensed to gather in the square. Acquaint yourselves with the 
proper procedure, and follow it.
KEMP: The people were here. We thought a word to them—
SIR THOMAS: Berry,’faSce*'tl'iese jugglers to the Gild Hall. The 
bailiff will license you to perform in the inn-yard.

R'tbords BERRY: Clear the street, clear the street. (He shoves the Towns
people, who begin to disperse. Sir Jhotnas turns to leave as 'Will. 
in work-clothes filthy with blood and muck, runs in, he collides
with Sir Jhomas, who stares.)
WILL: I’m sorry^Will Kemp! (Sir Jhomas brushes bis sleeve off, 
and Hoesi Berry" pushes 'Will aside, Will pushes back.)

R.Charcb BERRY: What?
WILL: Why do you push at me?

bo.ret5BERRY: Because I’m to clear the crowd out of—
WILL: I’m not the crowd, the others are, push at the others. 
Kemp!
ANNE: Oh, God help us, I’ll push at ye— (She captures 'Will, 
buttons bis shirt up. Jhe Players staLLaffA Run around naked as 
a baby’s bottom, God knows what’s in ye head, cabbage worms? 
WILL: Kemp!
KEMP: Eh? (Will tosses an abide, Xemf catches if.)
WILL: Polished it with my own spit, for old times.
KEMP [Scowls]: What old times?
WILL: An apple orchard—
ANNE fButtoninfll: What are ye doing here at all? Gilbert’s off 
in—
WILL [Breaks free]: —you and a fellow felon, twelve years old, if 
you remember?
KEMP: No.
WILL: Please remember me— (But Xemp is gone, puHe-ct by the 
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ANNE: Why aren’t ye in the valley with Gilbert? ('Will stands 
moveless, unhappy, with Susanna at his leg)
WILL: I was.
ANNE: Was? Is that what—
WILL: I saw Kemp and his men, I ran to catch them.
SUSANNA: I saw them too, Papa, I saw them too!
WILL [Swings her]: I saw you see them too—
ANNE: Oh Will, put her down! I don’t know which of the two 
of ye is the child. If ye left Gilbert to finish the kill—
KEMP [Buck in]: Orchard, orchard! Why, you little skimble— 
ANNE [Meanwhile]: —he’ll come home black as rain, I can’t 
always be—
KEMP: —skamble apple thief, you’ve grown up!
ANNE: —fighting him off ye—
WILL: Yes, yes, and you too, but not up.
KEMP: Jigging, wears away the legs. But I didn’t forget the 
apples—
WILL: Nor I you. Or whose orchard it was?
KEMP: Whose?
ANNE: Will!
WILL: In a moment. His eminence, this injustice of the peace. 
KEMP: Sir Thomas? (They begin to laugh.)
ANNE [Third]: I was talking to ye. (TPill comes back, quick, win: 
some, low with her.)
WILL: Anne, let me have a word with him, it’s a difference of 
two worthless to everyone but precious to me minutes, and I’ll run 
all the way to Gilbert for his pardon that I enjoyed them. 
ANNE: Oh God, ye’re a busy lad for doing nothing. (She waves 
him back.)
KEMP: Let’s do it again to him.
WILL: We will. Not apples, venison this time?
KEMP: Oh, venison any time. And you remembered me, now 
that’s—
WILL: You and a glimpse of something—great men, deeds, 
passions—
KEMP: Oh, the plays.
WILL: —the kingdom of what we are and never become: how 
could I not remember you while I lived?
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KEMP Relieves in playsjllt puts a lump in my throat, which calls 
for ale—
WILL: Oh, I—
KEMP: Come.
WILL: No, the—cupboard is bare, I must—
KEMP: I meant I’d buy you a pot.
WILL [Torn]: I wish I—My brother is— (>4 deep breath.) —but 
later, and it was a pleasure. (3-k1 delivers Susanna to-^htTrer) |Pone^ 
ANNE: Here. (She finds a coin in her pocket,) Don’t look so 
sickly, pet, ye can have one ale with the man, now don’t be all day. 
CTPili hesitates, takes the coin, blows a kiss to Anne and rejoins
Kemp.)
KEMP: Friend of yours, you dog?
WILL: No.
KEMP: Mother?
WILL: Wife. (They go off.)
ANNE: Mother! Are ye blind, ye little dwnrfrt (She glowers after 
them, Sandells approaches her.)
SANDELLS: I’d box his ears.
ANNE: Who?
SANDELLS: Pays ye no mind like that, and the next thing ye 
give him money.
ANNE: Oh Sandy, will ye let me be? I get sick of hearing it. Give 
him time, it’s only the boy in him and—
SANDELLS: Boy.
ANNE: —it cheers me to see it now and again. (She starts off 
with the washbasket.)
SANDELLS: It cheers ye about the Hodges girl?
ANNE: What?
SANDELLS: I hear tongues wagging about him and the Hodges 
girKj—thought ye knew— (Anne stares, Sir Thomas enters fol- 
lowe'cT'by old Roche, urke-carries a- eouple of hooks.)
ROCHE: —the news of these players. Do you plan to attend, Sir 
Thomas?
SIR THOMAS: Certainly not.
ROCHE: Nor I. Ah, Anne! This is the wife. Sir Thomas is think
ing of adding his recommendation to mine, Anne.
ANNE: Recommendation for what?
ROCHE: Why, Redditch.
ANNE: Redditch?
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ROCHE: Has the boy not told you?
SIR THOMAS: A vacancy there has come to my attention. 
ROCHE: Teaching the school.
ANNE ['Wide-eyed]: Schoolmaster?
SIR THOMAS: Do 1 know the young man?
ROCHE: I did see him earlier—
ANNE: No, he’s at work now.
SANDELLS: At work.
ANNE: For his father, helps his old father—
ROCHE: Yes, skinning and so on. But my ablest student in— 
(Richards enters, unhappy, Sir Jbotnas calls.)
SIR THOMAS: Did you encounter them?
RICHARDS: No, sir. I’m not sure I’d—
SIR THOMAS: Richards, I will not be invaded by these louts. 
ANNE: It’s books he—
RICHARDS: I had my hands on one, sir, I was outnumbered. 
ROCHE: —my ablest student in more years here than I care to— 
ANNE: He is a bright one, sir, everyone agrees to that, reads, 
writes, teaches our—
SIR THOMAS: I am not impressed by what everyone agrees to, and 
least by women. Would you know him again?
RICHARDS: Who, sir?
SIR THOMAS [Patiently]: The one who outnumbered you. 
RICHARDS: It was a her, I might know by the feel—
ANNE: We have three children, Sir Thomas. This is Susanna, bob 
to Sir Thomas, and twins at home not out of the cradle—
SIR THOMAS: Yes, yes. Bring him to me, Walter. Continue 
searching.
RICHARDS [Hopeless]: Yes, sir. (He goes off one way. Sir 
Jhomas walks another.)
ROCHE: We go the same way, shall I walk along with you, Sir 
Thomas?
SIR THOMAS: No. (He leaves.)
ROCHE: A strange man. I shall stop in this evening, Anne, do ask 
Will to be at home?
ANNE: Yes, come early enough I’ll—
ROCHE: And Anne. Sir Thomas likes a quiet woman.
ANNE: Does he, well, God put the tongue in my head and it 
wasn’t for kissing anyone’s behind with. Hl have him nt home. 
(■Pucbe pats her-cheelt,- and-gves, Anne turns back to Sandells.)
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Is it talk, or do ye— (She spies Susanna squatting.) Ye’d best run 
along, chick.
SUSANNA [Conies]: Would ye like a present?
ANNE: What is it?
SUSANNA: A beetle.
ANNE: Take him home for me, don’t eat him, run. (She starts 
Susanna with a pa( otL-bej:. bottom^ watches her off first.) —or do 
ye know it, did ye see them or what?
SANDELLS: No, how could I see—
ANNE: Then don’t bring me the gabble of every old frump who’s 
jealous of me. Bring me a piece of good news about him for a 
change.
SANDELLS: I don’t hear any.
ANNE: Ye just heard some, he’s wanted for this school teaching,
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SANDELLS: He won’t take it.
ANNE: Won’t— ('Th’ill enters unnoticed.) Sandy, why is it ye 
never once give him the benefit, not since the first—
SANDELLS: He’s no good. ('Will halts, after a moment Anne 
takes ub the washbaskeL) Can I help ye home?
ANNE [Curt]: No.
WILL: I’ll help her home, thank you. (Sandells regards, then ig
nores him.)
SANDELLS: Ask if he’ll take it, ye’ll see. (He nods to Anne, goes 
out.)
WILL: This aging suitor of yours must find it a—
ANNE: He’s an old friend, ye’re not to make— v,
WILL: Whatever he is, tell him to keep his tongue off me.''if 
these folk so dislike the taste of me why do they chew on me over 
and over, like cows?—down into one stomach, indigestible, up 
again as cud, chewed on, down into another, up, down—
ANNE: Nobody gives ye a thought.
WILL: —and when I come to the end of their pious bowels, out 
of a remnant cowflop I could make men with more wit than this 
olcTTrienT. T’m now off to Gilbert.
ANNE: No,,£tA Gilbert can wait.
WILL [Stops]: Oh?
ANNE: Yes, I want a few words with ye.
IVtH conies ■baek~to-her-fttarded;)
WILL: Well, I’m a man of few words—
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ANNE: It seems a while since ye stayed put long enough to talk, 
let alone was near mg, would there be any—reason for that? 
WILL: A fevered imagination.
ANNE: Yours?
WILL: Yours. I talk incessantly.
ANNE: Not to me, lad, ye didn’t even greet me on the street when 
ye saw me, but—
WILL: I didn’t see you, Anne.
ANNE: Well, if ye didn’t see me when ye saw me it’s worse, but 
it’s not what I’m wanting to say. I only mean of late ye’re—dif
ferent.
WILL: From whom, I hope?
ANNE: No, changed.
WILL: Since?
ANNE: Since the twins, or—Will, I’m not— (She is not hasty 
enough, Will rises to pace away, a couple of Townspeople cross 
and gawk.) assaying what ye think I’m saying, I know how a 
woman gets when she’s carrying—
WILL: What in God’s name can I do about—
ANNE: —blown up like a windbag—
WILL: —a muscle that obeys nothing but its own wishes, scold 
it into upright behavior?
ANNE: I’m not talking about that now, will ye listen to me once, 
damn ye, Sir Thomas Xfp.’ fp,.. the TPiipl” and
glares at them.) How would ye like a basket of wet wash in ye 
eye? (They burry out, Anne averts her face, a hand at it.) 
WILL: Anne, you’re not crying? I—
ANNE: No, I’m not cryingKEvery pair of jackass ears on the 
road has to know I’m ugly to ye—
WILL: This is what you’re not talking about.
ANNE: I’m talking about the wild things ye do! Ye didn’t use to, 
why is it now ye’re here, there, flighty as a grasshopper—
WILL: Look, I try to ape what I see, this—round of sacred duties 
uses so little of me I could— (It bursts out of him.)X—quarrel 
with the angels! What, is so much of us meant to rust and rot^I 
come into town any hour it seems to me like a charnel yard, 
peopled by cadavers, who each morning walk out on their master’s 
errands and at night are called back to their—coffins.
ANNE: It’s a grand view of house and homeX^Ye’re so wretched? 
WILL [A pause] Oh God, I don’t know why, the sun is warm,
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the fruit hangs on the trees— (We weighs the apple in bis hand.) 
—eat, drink, and be married. Here.
ANNE: No.
WILL: Apple. Do you good.
ANNE: I don’t want to eat an apple now—
WILL: Please. (June takes a first bite, Will a second,-he silt uiitb 
be*) Anne, I’m not blind to what you are, even when I see out of 
—bad blood—
ANNE: Well, ye’re a great nuisance, but man and wife is ups and 
downs, lad, like any road. It’s better than the ditch.
WILL: Yes, I remember the ditch.
ANNE: And if I keep at ye—about the work, or being wild— 
WILL: Wasn’t too bad in the ditch. Ups and downs, I was never 
up but you were down, and vice—
ANNE: Don’t. (Sbe regards him, and he her, he kisses her on the 
nioulb.jXWhy do ye do that, to mock me?
WILL: No, to say you’re—not ugly to me, Anne, I love you and 
I do foolish things.
ANNE [Cheered]: Yes, well, there was one or two before ye, 
like Adam.
WILL: And he did eat. (We lies hack, head in her lap, Anne, tertb 
bis hand a‘ het lips, bites hard into bis palm,') Heyy!
ANNE: Ye’re not ugly to me either^Is it bleeding?
WILL: Not very much.
ANNE: Next time^Will, it’s only the good opinion of Sir Thomas 
I’m talking about. Because if everything in the town here is such 
that ye can’t be content, then— (She waits, 'Will is very still.) 
—we’ll go away.
WILL: To where?
ANNE: To Redditch.
WILL: Now there’s a metropolis.
ANNE: Love, why didn’t ye tell me about teaching the school 
there ?
WILL: Well, there’s a worm in this apple.
ANNE: I didn’t know enough to feel proud of ye till Master 
Roche spoke. And he’ll sup with us about it, so be at home tonight. 
WILL: Yes, where else?
ANNE: Wherever else ye were at bedtime last night, sweet, ye 
didn’t say.
WILL: I was walking.
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ANNE: And I didn’t ask.
WILL: I take note.

^(rANNE: Because ye can’t—keep someone by pulling, can ye? 
Well. (She stands.) It’s happy news, I’m thankful for it, dear hus
band, and the twins are famished—
WILL: Do we know?
ANNE: Oh, I— (J thumb at her bosom.) —have a clock or two. 
It’s like loving anyone, ye feel what they—
WILL: I meant this news, happy or not. I don’t look forward to 
what I see in this wistful old man—a dry rot of habit, deference— 
ANNE: Ye’re a young man.
WILL: I have hopes of being an old one, and I’d—
ANNE: If ye’re making anyone old it’s me. Now listen to me. If 
ye’re wretched here with the skinning and tanning, then so am I, 
because ye’re—angry with me too and it’s a part of what’s wrong, 
chick, I know that. But ye’ll be rid of it once and for all there, it’ll 
be books instead, and to be schoolmaster with—
WILL: Anne.
ANNE: —people bowing to ye in the town is not the worst thing 
could happen to ye for a change. It’s a sizeable step up, and we’ll 
have our own house there, without the old ones underfoot wher
ever I turn and we—
WILL: Don’t—
ANNE: —have children don’t get all they need here, sharing 
with—
WILL: Don’t inundate me.
ANNE: I’m not—what did ye say?—
WILL: Drown me with reasons, I—
ANNE: —drowning ye, but I have to speak the truth, ye’re not 
a boy now, ye can’t live—
WILL: Speak, I speak my guts out and can’t speak the truth: and 
truths come off your tongue as easy as spittle.
ANNE: Thank ye, pet.
WILL: Introduced by a dry tear.
ANNE: What?
WILL: I mean your show of distress and forgiveness, is it.by chance 
it leads us into this happy news?
ANNE: Ye think I—Oh, ye devil, I don’t come to anyone alive 
with tears! (She is on her feet-in outrage-, J-ulk enters ttr+iw tuate
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of a Ttwn.uwiHJH ciossnig.J And that ye know me so long and 
so little is what causes a few of them—
FULK: Will, my lad! Anne. Well, well, (lie comes, jindliml two 
coinsA Am I in ye way? No. (91c sils, LUrifhh'Illtflfc) I’m a bearer 
of welcome tidings, boy. I—
WILL: Fulk, go away.
FLILK [Taken aback]: I just came.
ANNE: Ye’re not needed here. If anywhere. I’ll thank ye to let 
him be.
FULK [Rising]: Clad to, I only wanted to share the luck of last 
night, Meg sold the fish^Qk pleasant day to ye. (He ambles away, 
Anne stares.)
ANNE: What fish do ye mean?
FULK. Eh? (He eyes 'Will.) Oh. No fish at all, did I say— 
ANNE: Was Will with ye last night?
FULK: No.
WILL: Yes.
ANNE: Ye said ye were walking.
FULK [Brightly]: Yes.
WILL: No.
FULK: My—memory isn’t what it was—
ANNE: Poaching fish. And in Sir Thomas’s park, oh, ye’re a 
clever lad.
FULK: Now who told ye a tale like—
ANNE: I heard them talking! The two of ye, wasn’t it, why didn’t 
ye say when I asked?
WILL [Carefully] -. You didn’t ask, if I may quote—
ANNE [Remembering]: And with a woman. Who?
WILL: —you choose not to ask, because—
ANNE [Sharp]: Who was it, Fulk?
FULK: Why, only an old drab ye wouldn’t—
ANNE ['Wheels]-. Was it Jenny Hodges?
WILL: Oh, Christ. (He starts out,)
ANNE: God help me, it’s true.
WILL [Turns]: Anne, I was not—
ANNE: And that’s why ye can’t, with me, all these months— 
WILL: I was not with a woman.
ANNE: Don’t lie, don’t—
WILL: It was Fulk’s woman.
FULK: If ye call it a woman.
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ANNE: —lie, both of ye, hang together like thieves, why do I 
listen? Lied about being there, ye keep things from me, same as 
lied about the teaching—
WILL: And if 1 said yes to the teaching, you then keep to your 
half of this compact?
ANNE: What half, what are ye—
WILL: Not to ask into my—misdeeds, isn’t that the compact, a 
certain allowance of wild oats if I say yes to the teaching? Because 
when I said no the questions flew, like bees. Don’t—indulge me, 
Anne, I—
ANNE: Ye’re insane.
WILL: No, you turn me loose with the left hand and draw me in 
with the right, like a dutiful—
ANNE: Stop it, stop, it’s all excuses, lies and—
WILL: —horse, to pull the family wagon—
ANNE: —excuses, ye don’t answer the one question that— 
WILL: —which I do, in my way, but to—
ANNE [Vehement]: Are ye laying with Jenny Hodges, yes or no? 
WILL [J silence]: Ask her. (Presently >lnne goes to the wash- 
basket i she half drops it, the met clothes spill, <md--sbe gathers 
them/ when she is ready to lift it agairr Will is at it to help, and 
she strikes him across the mouth.)
ANNE: When I need ye help I ask for it, boy, give it where it’s 
needed. (She goes out with the basket. 'Will sees at his feet some
thing not gathered amfj)icksjt_up, a small seek, which he sits toitb, 
and works his hamLiuto.)
FULK: Don’t be down, boy.
WILL [Presently]: It’s only you? Go down after some—under
ground stream, all I come to is mud, us and our daily mud? 
FULK: Come, we’ll drink yer share of the fish. (.After a moment 
'Will somersaults backwards, comes up with a tart song.)
WILL:

7/7 had been hanged when J had been married—
FULK [Wth him]:

5Wy torments had ended, though 7 had miscarried,
If 7 had been warned—

(They go off, arm in arm. Lights out, the dark is pierced by the 
howl which opens the next scene.)
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Jt patc-b-of moonlight on the platform ultbe tree,'tbs' 
wild bett4 itfty flgtwt; tut tininifll in fxtinr 
Richards runs an With ^ dmrfe, -peersr~drops~into--the^ 
shadow, cmd stahs-twicc, tbe~howh-dies. Crouching to pry 
with bis hands, he hears footsteps, turns with the knife 
ready, waits.

RICHARDS: Oh. Good evening, sir. (Sir Thomas comes into a 
patch of moonlight below, gazing out.)
SIR THOMAS: A good evening in truth. (Richards resumes 
work.) The moon is kindly, even the odor of the earth is sweet 
now. Who would think it begets such a welter of creatures and 
their griefs, Richards?
RICHARDS: Sir?
SIR THOMAS [Scwl: Ahh.
RICHARDS i It’s out of its misery, 3irr-
SIR THOMAS: I ordered no traps set, these animals bring to this 
woodland the grace of living flesh—
RICHARDS: It’s not meant for animals.
SIR THOMAS: What then?
RICHARDS: Poachers. It’s man traps I’m setting.
SIR THOMAS: Man traps. You know what this will do to one? 
RICHARDS: Ye want these poachers, don’t ye?
SIR THOMAS: Not served in their blood, thus.
RICHARDS: Ye’d 'them hi the stocks if ye caught them— 
SIR THOMAS: That is lawfulness, this is vindictive.
RICHARDS: I don’t see the difference.
SIR THOMAS: It is the beauty of beasts that they are creatures 
of instinct: the beauty of man is that he is not. I shall punish our 
intruders, but this is means tainted with their own fault. 
RICHARDS: I want to pay them off.
SIR THOMAS: Yes. I have seen men for fifty years adoring every 
master, however unfit: if passion and corruption are the shepherds, 
what should the sheep be? Wenching, brawling, killing— (hie toes 
tbe eitrnm.) How evil is his face.
^RICHARDS. Can’t~hurt yc now.
SIR THOMAS: I meant death. It hurts most those whom it spares. 
RICHARDS: It wasn’t yesterday.
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SIR THOMAS: What?
RICHARDS: That ye son was killed, and I don’t see what—
SIR THOMAS: Remove these traps, Richards.
RICHARDS: Why? First ye ask me to catch them—
SIR THOMAS: So I do.
RICHARDS: —then ye ask me to don’t, to—
SIR THOMAS: No, I ask myself which of the great, in this 
riotous land, will teach us to be simple and upright? In this town, 
I, at least. (We daiws his fingertips, gazing at the cnrcujj, then out 
again.) So comely hy moonlight, Does it plcase-God, Richards,- 
that it w the- absence of true light makes it so- eomely? (Richards 
stares as Sir Jhotnas goes off, he bends to the trap, but ponders, 
turns on bis knee to mutter.)
RICHARDS: No. Who’d they piss on, you? (He puts hands in 
pockets, and marches away. .4n outhreah of voices in song—and 
laughter is beard,-the moonlight dying on the tree as it rises uppu-
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Scene 4

A casement window, in the dark, the rowdy voices sing
ing, shouting, laughing, are sporadic under the entire 
scene.
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1ST VOICE [Shouting]: Beer, Jenny!
2ND VOICE: Jenny! (Moonlight now outside the window, a 
couple in an embrace on the floor.)
VOICES:

—toxyvitn in wine .
And tunP-HponJbetoe 
And singheynsmty no,
H’bpr'fJje winds Ww and the seas flow ?

Jt&y nonny no!
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1ST & 2ND VOICES: Jenny, hey, Jenny!
JENNY [Half of the couple]-. Coming, coming! (She kneels to 
button her bodice, an uddery girl.) Oh, ye get me in such—No, 
let go, ye can wait till—
VOICES: Jenny!
JENNY: Coming! Ye’ll be on the hill?
WILL [The other half]: No.
JENNY: Why?
WILL: I’ve reformed.
JENNY: Oh, have ye?
WILL [Tlneager]: Yes, my—soul says flesh should be a ladder up 
which soul climbs, wrong by wrong— (She lies on him in a long 
kiss.l Be on the hill. When?
JENNY: I changed my mind. (She rises, voices approach.) 
HODGES [Off]: Ye can all work up here and no one’ll be in ye 
way—
JENNY: Oh, sween Jesus— (Snatches up a Ua/r) —it’s the old 
bitch himself—
WILL: Who?
JENNY: My father, hide—
WILL: Where? Isn’t a mousehole.
JENNY [Zigging]-. I—I— (She drops the tray, opens the case
ment.) Out the window, wait on the roof, hurry— ('Will comes, 
she resumes buttoning.) Oh God, I’m all hanging out—
WILL: You hide. (Tie helps her out the window onto the platform, 
where she cowers and listens, Hodges, a sour character in an 
apron, appears with lit candles, Xemp following with three stools, 
lights up.)
HODGES: Who’s that?
WILL: I, said «eek—robin—
KEMP: There he is.
HODGES: What are ye doing up here?
WILL: Closing windows— (Tie shuts the casement, spies the 
tray.) —for the rehearsal.
KEMP: Innocent, you see. (Hodges looks around with the candles 
as Xemp sets the stools down, Will takes the tray to hide it.) This 
good man worries for his child—
HODGES [gloomy]: With reason. (Will sits on the floor upon 
the tray as Hodges turns.) What are ye sitting there for?
WILL: Sheer—fatigue—
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HODGES [Sets the candles down]: What will ye drink, ale? 
KEMP: Two ales.
WILL: One.
KEMP: Two.
HODGES: The boy’s drunk already.
WILL: I’m not drunk and I— (lie rises, but instantly sits on the 
tray.) —reconsider, three ales!
HODGES: Can’t stand as it is.
VOICES [Shouting]: Jenny, Jenny, Jenny, Jenny, Jenny— 
HODGES: Where the devil is that girl? (31e steps outside, half- 
in wew, to call dounp Jenny! (Reinft ..throws some papers on a 
stool, sits to them.)
KEMP: 1 didn’t know we’d rehearse up here, how did you? 
WILL: I’m—prophetic.
KEMP: Ho. Tell my future.
WILL: You will soon—admit me to a delicious rehearsal— 
KEMP [At papers]-. I can’t, lad. Ned won’t have it.
WILL: I’ve been waiting, what else is of interest here? 
HODGES [Receding]: Jenny? £ofiG
WILL: If I thirst for your company— (He is-up-with the tray, 
passing behind Rent/) to open the eu.wnini.T** it’s not for a 
mouthful of free ale. (He holds the trav outside,1
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HODGES [Approaching]: Jenny!
WILL: —which I might of course— (Jenny comes, takes the trav. 
starts in. he turns her hack.) —not now—
KEMP: Eh?
WILL: —but soon, repay—
KEMP: You will, if we go after the deer. Midnight?
WILL: Midnight, if I stay for the rehearsal.
KEMP [Looks]: What are you doing? (Hodges comes hark, TMl 
stands against the window to block itr)
WILL: Opening the window.
HODGES: I’ll bring them myself. Three?
KEMP: One.
WILL: Two.
KEMP [Eyes JPill in some perplexity]: Two. It’s chilly, would you 
close it?
WILL [Hnmoving]: Gladly.
KEMP: Well?
WILL: Gladly.
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HODGES [Exasperated]: How many?
KEMP [Likewise]: Two, two, two, one and one, half of four, five 
minus three— (Hodges retreats under bis glare, off, at the window 
Jenny gesticulates at 'Will, but he closes it on her, explaining.) 
WILL fit’s chil!y.)Do I stay?
KEMP: Work on Ned. With my blessing. (He writes. Jenny 
marches around with the tray on her head, then sits, chin on hand, 
'Will looks over Xemp’s shoulder.) Accounts.
WILL [Points]: One thirty-nine.
KEMP: What? Oh. You’ve a head for figures, drunk or not. (He 
sees 'Will’s hand, wearing the sock.) What’s that?
WILL: A beloved sock.
KEMP: I mean why do you think your sock is a glove?
WILL: Well, I could think my hand is a foot. (He sits, studies it.)
I think it’s a talisman, but I’m wrong, it—averts no evil the flesh 
is disposed to. See, this five-legged thing we dress in a—fabric of 
conscience, if you follow—
KEMP: Dimly.
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WILL: —the question being, how should we live? be true to the 
flesh, this wrongdoer which is me, or to this fabric which is— 
others? I wear it to grope among these thorny questions, it’s my 
child’s.
KEMP: Older than you, isn’t she.
WILL: My child? No.
KEMP: Wife.
WILL: Yes. Eight years.
KEMP: How did that happen ?
WILL: My head for figures misled me. (Jenny opens the case
ment an inch to peer in T-inwitwj npp^rc „,nh /i ctpel, (Hodges 
follows with tankards.)XCome in, come in, we’re— (Jenny starts 
to come in.))No! (Jenny retreats in despair to the back of the 
platform.}
HEMING: No what?
WILL: No—ale for me—
KEMP: Where’s Ned?
HEMING: Arguing about the play.
KEMP: Who with now?
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right to enjoy the plays. (■Heaecepls a tankard, U/ill makes j«r 
the window.-)
HEMING [Indicating]: Is he staying?
KEMP: Ned won’t let him, even sober.
WILL: I’l! ask Ned myself. (yh^hm^-eemes-^r-wtth-a-st^oh-f^crptr 
tousling bis hair, Med following with a stool:)

ZVr+huC POPE: —SShnear the end of ^ws1 female days, Jdi voice is grow
ing hair in its cracks. Did you hear him drop an octave in your 
love scene t0<^ay?c<j
NED: I heard bJm, and was not amused.
ARTHUR: I can’t help it.
JENNY [C?asps]: Oh! [She signals to 'Will, pointing at the ground 
below her, she mouths her news, sotto voce.) Anne. Anne.
WILL: What?
JENNY: Get me out of here!
HODGES [The ale]: What will I do with this?
KEMP: Give it to this young—eccentric— (Tie gazes at 'Will.) 
What’s wrong there?
WILL: I’m opening—closing—
KEMP: Is that lock broken?
WILL: Yes.
HODGES [CowtintJ]: It is?
WILL: No.
HODGES: If ye don’t want this—
WILL [Teroent]: I need it. (He takes the ale, and when Hodges 
turns away he spies out, Jenny hisses.)
JENNY: I’m climbing down! ('Which she proceeds to do, slowly 
disappearing.)

(JcdPOPE: I’ll have one. Ned*
VOICES [Shouting]: Hodges! Hodges!
NED:'¥es. Can you quiet them, below?
HODGES [Turning]-. Soon as I—
POPErTwu. Jack? Wait, we—
VOICES: Hodges! Beer and sausage! Hodges!
HODGES [Turning back]: I only have two hands—
HEMING: Make it three.
VOICES: Hodges, Hodges, Hodges, Hodges, Hodges— 
HODGES: Coming! Coming! I’ll break that young bitch’s neck— 
(He hurries out.)
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NED: Listen to them. Today they guffawed at the death scene. 
WILL: Oafs, yes, I agree with—

kcmp HEMING-: Ned thinks we’d have a glorious stage if we’d only get 
rid of the damned audience.

Wc-?mincj POPE: Wasn’t the scene, Willie was ogling a wench in the front. 
NED: Ogling a—
KEMP: I wasn’t ogling a wench.
NED: What were you doing?
KEMP: Humoring the scene.
NED [Shocked]: Humoring a death scene? Willie—
KEMP: Well, don’t draw it out so.

' NED: —I promise you, the next death speech of mine you choose
s' to humor—

' HEMING: He’ll stab you instead of himself.
NED: I’m not speaking out of vanity!
WILL: Why not?
NED: Did I or any of us invite your comment? Or presence— 
WILL: I wept at that scene.
NED interested]: Did you really? (Xetnp looks up.)
WILL: Yes, I was much taken by you today. And if you have that 
—gift, to hold another’s mind like a kitten by its scruff, tickle and 
it purrs, squeeze and it cries, be vain. How old are you?
NED: Two and twenty.
WILL: I envy you.
NED: Honored.
WILL: You think if I asked Kemp for a player’s share myself he’d 
say no?
KEMP: He’d say no. Poor bastard has troubles enough.
WILL: Dictatorial bastard, says I can’t even watch you work. 
NED: Can you act?
WILL: Act, administer the realm, discover new seas—
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HEMING: You discover many in this jnudhole, boy?
WILL: Oh, even in this mudhole we have one or two, not yet dis
covered. I mean within, what man is— (He lays a finger on Hed s 
heart. lifts its tides in us night and day, but not the—wisdom to 
know what it is till some fool as bold as this one sails in over 
dragons to hoist our flag, isn’t that what playing is?
NED [Staring]: That is true.
HEMING. UiiUbtul mwltiull.
NED: Why can’t he watch?
KEMP [Chortling]: He can, he can! Watch, act, rule the realm, 
he’ll talk his way into anything. Midnight?
WILL: Midnight.
NED: It’s exactly that, and the issue is are we to compromise it 
to entertain the vulgar, or—

For God’s sake, what’s wrong with entertaining the folk? 
It’s what we’re for.
NED: It’s not what I am for.
KEMP: It’s what he’s against. Ned, there’s your throne.
NED: No, we’re either practitioners of an art going back to the 
ancients or a pack of clowning beggars, and I won’t be bound to 
the level cf a herd of— (His gesture at the singers points him on 
Anne as she walks in, she stands, scanning all.) —doltZ 
WILL: Anne. (His eye sidles to the window. Anne is at her 
comeliest, and snake-eye bright.)
ANNE: Now ye wouldn’t mean me.
NED [Jnterested]: No, I—Not in the least. Can I be of any— 
WILL: It’s my wife.
NED: Oh.
ANNE: They told me up here, I didn’t expect—
KEMP: Come in.
ANNE: —so many men, am I safe, do ye think?
WILL: If anyone is. This is—Will Kemp, and his assorted rapists— 
ANNE: Oh, I’ll stay. (They bow to her eye, smiling men.)
WILL: If you wanted to talk with me—
ANNE [Pleasant]: Yes, how are ye?
WILL: —I can’t come to Master Roche now, but I’ll—walk you— 
ANNE: Oh, I’ll send him home, lad, it wasn’t him I came about. 
WILL: Oh?
ANNE: I’m to see all of ye act the play tomorrow, I hear ye make 
a better sight than real kings.
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NED: We’re a nobler breed.
ANNE: I see ye are.
KEMP: Yes, we’re crowning one now, with some improvements. 
If you’ll forgive us for working—

iteminq P0PE-: Let her watch too.
’ WILL: No—

HEMING: Have a stool.
WILL: No, she hasn’t time, we have—too many children at home, 
all—
ANNE: —asleep, pet, and it’s not too many. (She sits.) I don’t 
mind if I do.
KEMP: Ned?
WILL: Anne, it’s an intrusion—
NED [Pondering]: Can you be quiet?
ANNE: As a mouse.
NED: A rare woman. Let her stay, her husband—weeps at death 
scenes.
WILL: Thank you again. (We makes for the window, and checks 
the empty roof.)
NBD. Twin, tiy it without youi cmss mi untimely end— (The
players confer;-in u inullcr.)
KEMP: Comfortable?
ANNE: Oh, yes. Ye’re so thoughtful, I’d like—
KEMP: Hm?
ANNE: I’d like an ale, where’s Jenny?
KEMP: There’s ale coming, but you must be quiet.
ANNE: I’ll be a mouse.
KEMP [Sits]: All right, thus to deprive. (J momentary pause. 
'Will sits near Xemp and the text, the players begin.)

koop HEMINCT

Thus to deprive me of my crown and life,
To work my downfall and untimely end I 
Jin uncouth pain torments my grieved soul 
And death arrests the organ of my voice,
“Who, entering at the breach thy sword hath made—

(JUM-rises, stares at-the text, takes it from Xemps hand.)
Sacks every vein and artier of my heart.
Insatiate Tamburlaine!

NED [But good]:
The thirst of reign and sweetness of a crown 
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Mov'd me to manage arms against thy state.
Nature, that fram'd us of four elements 
Warring within our breasts for regiment,
Doth teach us all to have aspiring minds:
Our souls, whose faculties can comprehend 
Jhe wondrous architecture of the world,
And measure every wandering planet's course,
Still climbing after knowledge infinite '
.And always moving—

(We jumps higher, excited.) Willie, can I be up here?
KEMP: Yes.
WILL [Transfixed]: Kemp, what is this?
KEMP: Looks fine.
WILL: What is it?
KEMP: New play for London, we’re doing scenes tomorrow— 
WILL: It’s a language for giants. Who wrote it?
KEMP: Friend of Ned’s—
NED:

Nature, that fram'd us of four elements 
Warring within our breasts for regiment,
Doth teach us all to have aspiring minds—

(Wodges, in with a trayful of tankards, tiptoes around, Will never 
takes his eyes from Ned5

Our souls, whose faculties can comprehend 
Jhe wondrous architecture of the world,
And measure every wandering planet's course,
Still climbing after knowledge infinite—

HODGES [Whispers]: I got them quiet.
NED [Jrotmts]:

—and moving as the restless spheres,
Will us to—

Missing a beat. 5
WILL [With the textfr You dropped always, always moving as the 
restless—
NED: Let me see it. (they meet to confer over the text, Wodges 
completes bis circuit.)
ANNE: Where’s ye lovely daughter?
HODGES: I don’t know where the filthy baggage is. Disappeared. 
Little trollop, I’ll keep her locked in the cellar, off with some— 
WILL: She’s downstairs, please be quiet.
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HODGES: Downstairs where?
WILL: In the—outhouse—
HODGES: Ohhh—
JENNY [O/fl: Help! (J silence.)
WILL: She’s stuck.
KEMP: In the outhouse?
WILL: On the roof, damn her. Quick, lend a hand.
KEMP: You—I—don’t— (He runs after Will to the window, 
smacks bis brow. XI see it, yes—oh, you heartless—
HODGES: What, where, stuck where, what’s he mean she’s—

__KEMP. [Cbortiinfll: Out here, come.](He climbs out after Will,
they scramble to the edge, to haul Jenny up. Anne on the stool 
twists to wait, coiled.)

VVCmiA Cl~POPE-[IHeanwhile]: To wear ourselves ?- 
'NED [Outraged]: Now?

KCWirtQ POPE: I’ve got three lines, I’ve been kneeling for three hours—
' NED [Savage]:

—always kneeling as the restless dolts 
Will us to hang ourselves—

(They help Jenny back to the window, where Hodges has his head 
out, spluttering Questions.)

—and never kneel
Tlntil we reach the ripest fruit of all,
The sweet fruition of an earthly crown I

(Jenny stumbles in with the tray, Xemp clambering after, Will 
sits in the window, text in hand, a fatalist.)
HODGES: —no, but how, how—How did ye get there?
JENNY [A gasp]: I—climbed up—
HODGES [Incredulous]: With a tray? (Jenny totters onto a stool, 
turns, is face to face with Anne.)
JENNY: Oh! Good—evening, Anne—
ANNE [Pleasant] XQood evening, Jenny, are ye laying with my 
husband? (Riveted, all the men stare, Anne waits on j€nny.)
HODGES [Then]: What—kind of a—question—
ANNE: He said ask ye, so I came to ask ye. Yes or no, are ye

OCnA'y ; laying with my—Xj Jenny bursts into tcars;-hyslerical. Will jumps- 
INilf-j" in, Anne ignores ^rnnr) All right, ye are.

NED [Icy]: Kemp, would you tell your friends to go? CseaWit no} 
KEMP [Helpless]: Go.
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WILL: I said intrusion, you said rare woman.\Anne, you’re dis
rupting a most extraordinary— (Hodges catches at him.) 
HODGES: Get her out of my tavern, neither of ye come back, I 
can do without the trouble and the trade—
VOICES [Shouting]: Hodges, Hodges, beer and Hodges, Hodges— 
HODGES: Oh, God in heaven—
KEMP [Weaker]-. Go—
HODGES: Ye piece, get downstairs to work!
ANNE: Let her sit, ye peeface, ye brought her up to be a piece. 
Now pay me mind, girl, though I know most of ye mind is in ye— 
dumplings—
KEMP [Sits]: Go.
ANNE: 1 won’t blame ye too bad, anyone can see he’s a— (She 
casts her eye briefly at 'Will, he is intent on her.) —prize, and 
why wouldn’t ye, I did, and as for him he’s a man and they don’t 
grow up, they just think s(5'if they stick it into any tub of lard 
with legs?Snap ye fingers they come, 1 had them making eyes at 
me here, but ye think he gives two thoughts to ye? He’d sooner 
sit and hear speeches no one can make head or tail of. All the 
same, this one is mine. I want him, I’m not giving him to ye, lass, 
1 know ye’re a ninny but try to remember, because—now mind 
me—if ye once come near enough for him to smell ye again, and 
ye don’t smell all that good, I’ll pluck both ye squinty eyes out 
and scrub ye skin on the stones in the river.
WILL: Not quite a mouse.
KEMP: Done?
ANNE: Yes, it’s all I came to say. Thank ye all, I’m sorry I took 
ye time—
WILL: Anne, this is no way to a man’s heart or—other organs— 
ANNE: Not quite a man. (Wll stands rigid.)
JENNY: Squinty!
ANNE: No one’s told ye^Sbe passes Jenny to leave, Jenny hits 
her over the head with the tray, and the fight is on, they grapple, 
fall, roll on the floor in a hubbub of many voices, clawing at each 
other's face and clothes, the men making way. .Anne straddles her, 
pulling hair, and Hodges intervenes ("Let go, J'll hit her, let got"); 
Anne bits him backhand, Hodges gives her a kick, Will clutching the 
text gives Hodges a kick, they swing fists, grapple, fall over Anne, 
Jenny crawls out but Anne seizes her skirt, which rips loose, and 
falls upon her to pummel, Arthur climbs on a stool for refuge, 
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Kemp cheers them on ("Upper garment, get the upper garment!") 
as (Heming holds Anne’s fists, sbe struggles, and 'Will tackling 
(Heming brings him down, (Hodges half covers and half beats 
Jenny as sbe crawls, Tied pulls free of Pope's clutch in a rage 
("Look for me below, or even London!") and stalks out over 
bodies, Jenny breaking away collides into Arthur’s stool, Arthur 
topples, Kemp catches him. Jenny escapes out, half-naked and 
shrieking, with Anne in pursuit, the shrieks rise, off. Kemp runs after 
them, to a sound of bodies tumbling downstairs, he skips back.)
KEMP: Not a stitch on her, lovely sight, come, come! Arthur, 
come, study real women in moments of stress— (All the Players 
run out, to a hubbub downstairs, it dies away. 'Will is left alone, 
on the floor. (He sits up, feels bis nose, gets to bis knees, looks 
around, and crawls, picking up a few loose pages of the text, be 
puts them in order, scanning each.)
WILL: The wondrous architecture of the world/Which I suppose 
includes females/ ((He crawls for another page, scans it.) An un
couth pain. Is more like it. (Text finally in sequence, he gets up 
with it, walks to the stools with the candles, drops the text upon 
it. (He searches, picks up bis jacket in a corner, comes back to the 
candles, and pinches one out, about to pinch the other, he pauses 
over the text^CAn uncouth pain. (After some thought he pinches 
the candle out, leaving only moonlight, he remains motionless. (He 
then essays a foot on the stool, a hand up.)

An uncouth pain—
(Presently he has a slow whispering try at it.)

, —torments my grieved soul
X And death— GSpSTCvrCS
(7he moonlight fades.) Oelpi

—arrests the organ of my voice—

-Arid
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A banister at the platform, below it, a table with bench, 
a stool or two.
Anne, buttoning her bodice after nursing, comes down
stairs with soiled diaper clouts, dumps them, stacks and 
takes away dirty plates on the table, and sits thinking, her 
eyebrow is bandaged.
Old John, a vague pale man, shuffles in with a candle, a 
murmur of voices continues behind him.

JOHN: Ye brought a bite to the old girl, didn’t ye. (Anne nods.) 
And the twins?
ANNE: Two bites. (She takes up her darning, to thread a needle.) 
JOHN: If ye eye hurts, ye shouldn’t use it.
ANNE: Whose should 1 use?
JOHN [A pause]: Is it my Will?
ANNE: Hm?
JOHN: That troubles ye.
ANNE: Oh, never.
JOHN [Restless]: Eh, where can he be, the schoolmaster’ll soon 
be off—
ANNE: Makes me feel old, ugly, I mean less to him and less to 
him, and whatever I do is mistakes, why would it trouble me? 
JOHN: Was never easy with the boy, and this teaching, we had 
to—woo him to anything we wanted—
ANNE: I’ve been wooing him since his teens, when do I get him? 
(A bell is shaken, upstairs, they listen.!
JOHN: The old girl wants one of us. (Roche enters, with a letter, 
(filbert, a brute in bloody garb, follows, picking his teeth.) 
ROCHE: I fear I shall look very foolish in this with Sir Thomas. 
(Anne-rises, takes a chamberpot, goes up at the bantster.)
JOHN: Eh, where can he be—
GILBERT: I don’t know where the Christ he can be, I hope dead. 
(He sits, heels mud off his boots.)
JOHN: No way to talk of ye brother—
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ANNE: Gilbert, ye slob, out back, don’t track up my floor. (She 
goes off.)
ROCHE: If it were not for my letter of recommendation to— 
Should I read it? ((filbert looks at him.) No.
GILBERT [ Going]: Had to take on the whole kill myself, ye think 
he makes ye look foolish? he makes me feel like a wet fart— 
ROCHE: John, if I were perhaps to leave it—
JOHN: I don’t know what to say, schoolmaster. Times are bad 
enough, here I’m with debts over me—
ROCHE: Yes, I—
JOHN: —and my old girl up there, as ye know, I’m not well my
self— (Gilbert comes back, with a full mug.)
GILBERT: I’m sick of doing his work, damn him, all of ye count
ing on me to carry the whole of it—
JOHN: But ye got them all?
GILBERT: I got them all. The hides are in the wagon.
JOHN: It’s as I say, schoolmaster. Here he’s raising a family, and 
debts over me, isn’t it only right he— (Anne comes down with a 
tray of dirty dishes.)
ANNE: Master Roche don’t want to hear more of our troubles, he 
heard then. all. Stay a bit yet, I’ll give ye some cakes and— 
ROCHE: No, no, but—Tell Will I am seeing Sir Thomas in the 
morning, with my letter— (Anne takes the letter, sits, handles it.) 
ANNE.- What’s it say?
ROCHE: It says what I truly think, but is he not interested?
ANNE: Says, rub me and make a wish. It’s so—simple— (She 
slaps it down, takes up the tray.)
ROCHE [£ou>]: Anne, I am worried for his sake. I think perhaps 
this house is—(oppressive,^ so much—
ANNE: I can’t be someone I’m not.
ROCHE: —sickness and decline, I meant. Urge him to—take you 
away to a new—
ANNE: It’s a grand idea, I’ll tell him. (Susanna in nightgown 
darts in above, downstairs, weaves among them, and runs out.) 
SUSANNA: Papa, Papa—
ANNE: Ears lijre a little bat.
ROCHE: Eh? / Ccrnebiick. in ,
ANNE: Ye can tell him yeself. She—listens, watches, I don’t know 
what—
WILL [O/jF]: No, no, no, I’ll—
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SUSANNA [0/f]: —yes, yes, ye have to—
WILL [Off]: —recite instead. (Lie totters in with Susanna sprawl
ing over bis shoulder, the text under his arm, a few flowers in his 
hand.)

Tor J, the chiefest lamp in all the earth—
((filbert is up at once, 'Will and Anne with the tray confront each 
other in silence, then Anne goes out past him.)
GILBERT: Ye figging sneak, where were ye?
WILL:

Tirst rising in the east with mild aspect
But fixed now in the meridian line—

GILBERT: What?
WILL [Swings Susanna]:

'Will send up fire to your turning spheres!
GILBERT: Left the whole kill to me, who’d ye run off to see? 
WILL: Language, language, brother, does it exalt you? Master 
Roche.
GILBERT: I want to know where ye went!
JOHN: Yes, where?
WILL: To the play. I said I—
GILBERT: Play!
SUSANNA: Why can’t I go—
GILBERT: Ye sneaky fart, ye said ye had someone to—
WILL: I had to see Kemp.
JOHN: Went to a play—
GILBERT: While I was skinning the lot?
ANNE [7n]: Ye’ll wake the twins, ye big noise, sit down out of the 
way. (She pushes-him hack,-half tabes Susanna, -wbo dings.) 
Susie, back to bed.
SUSANNA: I’m hungry, why can’t 1 see the play—
WILL: Didn’t she eat? -
SUSANNA: No.
ANNE: Of course she ate. Susanna, ye heard what— ((filbert 
flings the mug at a corner, it shatters. After a silence Anne goes, 
kneels, she picks up the pieces.) Gilbert, will ye do me a favor? 
Get married, either move out or bring me a helper.
GILBERT: Move out, ye’ll all starve.
JOHN: I’ll help ye. (The bell is shaken, upstairs.)
GILBERT: Comes in here, loving her up so, why don’t he do his 
share for her keep?
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ANNE: Susanna, ye heard what I said.
GILBERT: Had the sense she was born with she’d spit in ye eye. 
WILL [Tinloads her]: Yes. Say hello and goodbye to our guest, I’ll 
come up. (Susanna stares at Roche.} No? (Susanna sucks her 
thumb.) Talks less than Gilbert but the quality is better— ((filbert 
stands up, 'Will puts himself behind Roche.)
GILBERT: Get my hands on ye I won’t be talking at all!
WILL: Protect your protege—
ROCHE: Will, I did wish—unless your interest in it has dimin
ished—to come to an understanding on Redditch. My letter— 
(The bell is shaken again, Anne, turning with ihe pieces in her 
apron, stops, all listen.)
JOHN: I’ll go. (He climbs at the banister, Anne starts off oppo
site.)
ANNE: Upstairs, chick.
SUSANNA: Ye said we’d see the play—
ANNE: I said tomorrow, now get to—
WILL: Marigolds. I picked them for you. (Anne looks at them in 
bis hand, impassive.)
ANNE: Don’t give me—things— (Sbe bears the pieces out, 'Will 
stands with the flowers.)
WILL [Tben]: What letter, sir?
ROCHE: For Sir Thomas, he will sign his name. ('Will exchanges 
with him, flowers for letter.) I thought you should see it before
hand. I know that once he has spoken with you, the outcome is 
hardly in doubt. Unless of course you—
WILL: It’s a handsome letter. Gilbert, I would like you to pay 
close attention, it begins with—
GILBERT: Stick it up ye ass.
WILL: I don’t—see that phrase, ho, it begins less ardently— 
ROCHE: Then are we to bring it to Sir Thomas in the morning? 
WILL: In the morning seems—hasty— (Anne comes in with a 
rag.)
ANNE [Impatient]: Get to bed, get to bed.
SUSANNA: Papa said he’d tell me a story.
ROCHE: It is most convenient for him in the morning—
WILL: Not for me, I—must help Gilbert in the morning. 
GILBERT [f/rim]: And hereafter.
WILL: I don’t think we’ll be together there.
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GILBERT: Where?
WILL: The hereafter. (He exchanges again with Roche, letter for 
flowers.)
ROCHE: But what shall I tell Sir Thomas?
WILL: Tell him I won’t know until I talk with Anne. (Anne, wip
ing the floor, looks up.)
ROCHE: I understand, yes, yes, I did not mean to press. Now I 
must be going. Goodbye—
SUSANNA: Hello.
ROCHE: Ha. Makes sport of me already and has yet to come to 
school. Good night. (Roche bows himself out.)
SUSANNA: He’s a funny old man—
WILL: Yes. Marigolds, have one, I picked them for—Not you, 
was it Gilbert, no—
GILBERT: Watch out.
WILL:—now who could I—
SUSANNA: Mommy, ye silly.
WILL: Ah, yes. Give them to Mommy. (Susanna takes them.) 
Marigolds, I picked them for you, Mommy. (Anne looks at him, 
impassive,') Cat has Mommy’s tongue, nothing to say?
ANNE: Yes. Ye got the gall of a pig. (She accepts the flowers/ 
S.isnnnucwMC hark tn 'Will)
WILL [Cott/ides]: She’s liking me better—
ANNE: Get me a mug, if ye can hold onto it. (She tosses the wet 
rag to Qilbert, who takes it out, and she brings the flowers to the 
table, 'Will swings Susanna.) Did ye eat there?
WILL: No, I drank there. Up to bed—
SUSANNA: Tell me the story first, tell me the—
WILL: Short and sweet, there was'a beautiful young girl, short 
and sweet, whose name was—ah—
SUSANNA: Susanna.
WILL: Yes, and she was called—
ANNE: Ptt-get ye cupper. VCbereS
WILL: —La Belle Dame of Shottery for short. Now her step
mother— (Anne going out turns.) —married her off to a certain 
young man, who—
SUSANNA: What was his name?
WILL: —whose name—was Peregrine Pig, he looked like a pig, 
with a big pig nose and wee pig eyes and a—wig like a pig— 
SUSANNA: A wig like a—
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WILL: —and he swilled and he swigged because he was so pig
headed, but—
SUSANNA: Did he have a tail ?
WILL: Yes, it’s a— ((filbert comes in with an empty mug, but 
Anne is listening.) —wriggly tale—
GILBERT: Here.
SUSANNA: What was his hands?
WILL: Pig feet. And—
SUSANNA: What was his feet?
WILL: Pig, very pig feet, and he put one in his mouth every time 
he opened—
SUSANNA: What was his mouth?
WILL: Pig lips, blub, blub, he thpoke thith way, with hith foot in 
hith mouth, and— (Anne sits.)
GILBERT: Why are ye listening to his garbage?
WILL: —and—after he ate the garbage he’d come to woo her, 
all he could thay wath, I oink you, I oink you—
SUSANNA [Delighted]: I oink you?
WILL: I oink you, yes, and his bride, seeing how repulthive he 
wath, would—
SUSANNA: What’s pulthive?
WILL: Repulthive. Like Gilbert. She was so— (John comes down 
as Qilbert hurls the mug at 'Will, who ducks, it shatters.)
GILBERT: I told ye watch out!
JOHN: Gilbert, are ye crazy?
GILBERT: I’ve had enough of ye lip, gabbling, handing out 
flowers, telling stories, stories—
ANNE: Get the biuuiii,~ye fool. pick; i-bnt op, ye Pool . 
GILBERT: Get it yeself! I’m going down the tavern. (He strides 
out, and the bell is shaken, upstairs. 'Will turns to look up, John 
crosses with a sigh, to climb at the banister.)
SUSANNA: Then what?
ANNE: Yes, then what?
WILL: She would—hide in her broom closet. Till one day she 
peeked and saw him crying, I’m tho dithguthting, if the’d only 
kith me oneth: and what did she say?
SUSANNA: What?
WILL: She said, I’ll kiss the silly pig, and she did, and his tail 
fell off.
SUSANNA: Ah.
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WILL: And he lotht—his lisp, his snout melted away, the pigment 
in his skin grew bright, his eyes grew like two suns, and he stood 
up: do you know what he was?
SUSANNA: A prince!
WILL: A prince, under a witch’s spell, till she kissed him as a 
pig. Which is another magic, called loving, very—complicated. 
And they lived happily—
SUSANNA [With him]-. —ever after?
WILL: —ever after, until they were old lovers, and died of com
plications. Now upstairs, upstairs, and asleep in two shakes of a 
pig’s tail, go— (Susanna scrambles upstairs escaping his slaps on 
her butt, she turns back, above.)
SUSANNA [Delighted]: I oink you?
WILL: I oink you too. Go. (Susanna goes, Anne and Will are 
alone.)
ANNE [Then]: A prince, yes, ye bastard.
WILL [Then]: I oink you.
ANNE: She kissed him, ye said, did he kiss her? (John reappears 
with the chamberpot, lidded, Anne rises to take it.)
JOHN: She says what keeps breaking?
WILL^Vows?)How is she tonight?
ANNE [Going]: She’ll outlive the twins—
JOHN: I wouldn’t be sure, when ye’re her age ye’re— (Anne 
is gone.) —all old bones.
WILL [With the text]-. Yes. Sacks every vein and artier.
JOHN: I’m glad if ye’re taking the teaching.
WILL:Eh?
JOHN: I know the tanning isn’t—for ye, no, good enough for 
Gilbert or me all my life, but times change, the good times are all 
gone—
WILL: Were there any?
JOHN: Oh yes, yes, why, ye have ye good times, don’t ye?

JX WILL [Thinks]: No. I’m like a cross-eyed idiot keeps marching
into posts. Pa, why can I never—ask you—
JOHN: What?
WILL: —so many things, I don’t know which, the—point of it 
all, is that answerable now, what was—
JOHN: Oh, ye mother’s the deep one. Or was, I’m—
WILL: What was the best of it?
JOHN; The best. Best, well, I—lose things, but I remember—yes, 
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bailiff, in the scarlet and fur, all the aldermen in their gowns lead
ing us through the streets, and ye toddled along, three or was it— 
Four, ye were born the spring of the plague, the plague, yes, ye 
mother so anxious over ye because we’d lost the two girls before and 
it was a—dread summer, crosses in red chalk on all the doors— 
WILL: The best of it was the plague? (j4iiiw beuis a tiayful in.) 
JOHN: No, bailiff, I—wore the scarlet trimmed with—
ANNE: Fur.
JOHN: Fur. Well. No sense to that, no. (He pauses at the banis
ter.) I was saying what, 1—lose things now, I—Ah. Ye won’t re
gret the teaching. Good night—
WILL: Good night. (John goes, "Will stands, with the text, Anne 
sets his supper down, puts the marigolds in a mug.)
ANNE: Ye’re taking it?
WILL: My father, Tamburlaine, in the scarlet and fur. My God, 
what becomes of us? (He tbroios the text on the table, sits, and 
Jtn^ers’il. with bet darning. Will begins In reud.)
ANNE [Tben]: Ye said talk.
WILL [Readindl: Yes.
ANNE: Are ye taking it?
WILL EReddisflL It?
ANNE: The teaching. (Sbe waits.) Will ye put that away and— 
(Sbe sweeps the pages away.) —mind me, if ye’re sober? (Will 
gathers them up again.)
WILL: Of course. I’m drunk only on this play, which you disrupted 
there too, it tells me to pillage cities to come at my desire: and 
what I’m asked is walk behind our schoolmaster—that sheaf of 
dutiful bones—
ANNE: Are ye taking it?
WILL: —into Sir Thomas’s palm. It’s not enough, no, it’s— 
ANNE: Then why talk, ye liar.
WILL: Don’t— (Anne bites the thread off, rises, slaps the darning 
down.) —call me liar, and—
ANNE: Damn liar.
WILL: —sit down!
ANNE [Dangerous]: Mind it, lad, I’m not ye little wench— 
WILL: I didn’t say lie downX(j!nne stands inarticulate, then 
wheels to leave.) Here, throw this, one more won’t matter. (He 
tosses a mug, she catches it, for a moment she is tempted.) 
ANNE: I don’t throw things, sweet.
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WILL: Not when a ladylike fit of fingernails will do. I admired 
the two of you, such gentle blood I saw. Will you join me? (He 
puls Ihe text aside, Anne is moveless.) I said it’s not enougl/ not 
that I wouldn’t/sit or not. (Anne brings the mug back, sits oppo
site him.) Nor that I would, either.

. ANNE: Oh, God help me.
/ WILL: Now we can patch up our differences again—

ANNE: If I made a fool of myself there it’s my doing, but ye, ye 
damn peacock—
WILL: —over a pleasant conversation—
ANNE: —ye make such a fool of me every time—
WILL: —that leads nowhere, or—
ANNE: —ye say a word! (She strikes the needle into his wrist, 
he writhes away.)
WILL: God—damn—
ANNE: Don’t lose the needle, please.
WILL: Certainly not, I’m deeply(jmbedded)to you.
ANNE [Tronic]: I’m sorry if I give ye pain.
WILL: Oh, pain is always a pleasure, it reminds me we’re not the 
—compliant vapors that drift in and out of my daydreams^now 
how much of it can you bear?
ANNE: Give me it. (She catches at the needle, rises.)
WILL: I mean I’ve been pondering a different compact with you, 
a conversation we can get our teeth into.
ANNE [Turns]: What?
WILLf Truth) all or nothing, no lies, no question evaded, no 
mercies or delicacies, go down in the slop as—honest as pigs, and 
look at what each of us is married to. (He waits.) No?
ANNE: Why?
WILL: To see if it’s enough. (Tie waits.) No?
ANNE [A pause]-. Yes.
WILL: Then sit. (Anne lifts the darning off the stool, sits) 
ANNE: I’m sitting. Start.
WILL: You.

\ ANNE: How many times did ye lay with her? 
cWILL: Fifteen. Twenty.

ANNE: Why?
WILL: Is that a question? I was agog for her—dumplings, my 
hands itched.
ANNE: Is she the only one?
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WILL: Not when a ladylike fit of fingernails will do. 1 admired 
the two of you, such gentle blood I saw. Will you join me? (He 
puls the text aside, Anne is moveless.) I said it’s not enougl/ not 
that 1 wouldn’t/sit or not. (Anne brings the mug back, sits oppo
site him.) Nor that I would, either.
ANNE: Oh, God help me.
WILL: Now we can patch up our differences again—
ANNE: If I made a fool of myself there it’s my doing, but ye, ye 
damn peacock—
WILL: —over a pleasant conversation—
ANNE: —ye make such a fool of me every time—
WILL: —that leads nowhere, or—
ANNE: —ye say a word! (She strikes the needle into bis wrist( 
he writhes away.)
WILL: God—damn—
ANNE: Don’t lose the needle, please.
WILL: Certainly not, I’m deeply^imbedded)to you.
ANNE [Ironic]: I’m sorry if I give ye pain.
WILL: Oh, pain is always a pleasure, it reminds me we’re not the 
—compliant vapors that drift in and out of my daydreams/now 
how much of it can you bear?
ANNE: Give me it. (She catches at the needle, rises.)
WILL: I mean I’ve been pondering a different compact with you, 
a conversation we can get our teeth into.
ANNE [Turns]: What?
WILL f Truth) all or nothing, no lies, no question evaded, no 
mercies or delicacies, go down in the slop as—honest as pigs, and 
look at what each of us is married to. (He waits.) No?
ANNE: Why?
WILL: To see if it’s enough. (He waits.) No?
ANNE [A pause]-. Yes.
WILL: Then sit. (Anne lifts the darning off the stool, sits) 
ANNE: I’m sitting. Start.
WILL: You.
ANNE: How many times did ye lay with her?
WILL: Fifteen. Twenty.
ANNE: Why?
WILL: Is that a question? I was agog for her—dumplings, my 
hands itched.
ANNE: Is she the only one?
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WILL: How?
ANNE: He—he—put my hand on it, I—was—
WILL: Captured.
ANNE. Yes.
WILL: Womanly compassion.
ANNE: No.
WILL: Higgledy piggledy, two in the stew, now don’t be so 
cleanly with me, please?
ANNE: It’s not the same. Did I have a husband so—glad to do it, 
or able?
WILL [Terse]: I’m able, ask.
ANNE: Which one’^Anyone but me, so many ye-)<No, why, why 
did—
WILL: Curiosity? 

u ANNE: I wasn’t enough?
d. WILL: No, half the world is female—parts, I didn’t think I should 
J> go to my grave in ignorance.

ANNE: Ignorance.
WILL: Of all others. Well, that’s also no answer—
ANNE [Scorti/ul]: Ye find such a goggle of difference?
WILL: Some.
ANNEjXWhat’s so darling damn different? (TPill looks at her, 
gIinty.)/Tell me, tell me—
WILL: Size, degree of—lubricity, color—taste— (Anne closes 
her eyes.) —grip, friskiness—So on.
ANNE: And theirs is—better?
WILL: Different.
ANNE: Better?

X WILL: Some-XMfme puts a hand over her face, sits, without a 
move or sound, till Will repents.)/.Anne, Anne—
ANNE: Never mind!
WILL [Bitey]: Yes, don’t cry.
ANNE: Is that ye plan, now?
WILL: What?
ANNE: Half the world?
WILL/Jt’s why we’re talking. (A pause.pCWas it very—exciting? 
ANNE: Sandy? (TPill nods.X'Shall I tell ye the truth?
WILL: No.
ANNE: I didn’t come, lad.
WILL [A pause]: Thank you.
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ANNE: I kept seeing ye ugly face, I turned like a clam, then. 
(Will note conies, sits opposite her, be pokes at the text.)
WILL [Then]: I said died of complications, didn’t I.
ANNE: Ye didn’t tell her it was seven, twenty times each— 
WILL: Not with all.
ANNE: Why not, they didn’t think much of ye?
WILL: Gets boring.
ANNE: For a boy I been feeling sorry for, ye—have a grand gift 
to surprise me—
WILL: But God gives each of us a fruit, and one way or another I 
mean to eat it, before I die, before I die.
ANNE: When did ye start on them, I didn’t guess one?
WILL: While you were—I’m sorry—carrying the— (Tie indicates 
upstairs.)
ANNE: Twins. (She nods._XYes, that I knew, I had them all by 
myself, yes. And if ye hands itched for me ye’d—get the milk 
keeps them alive, not too pleasing to a lover, lad, is it.
WILL: It’s not that.
ANNE: And I’m running around here with diapers and dishrags, 
nobody’s picture of a—doxy ye can’t keep ye hands off—
WILL: Not that.
ANNE: Ye couldn’t wait, what?
WILL: Oh, I could wait, yes, but—Not take a wife any longer 
who suckles and swaddles and wipes me like a babe in public, no. 
(A wait.)
ANNE: Ye liked it, lad.
WILL: Don’t call me that. I’m not always seventeen. I’m not— 
yours, you said I was. I’m mine, and out of whatever love you 
stalked in as mother tigress tonight,*'your tongue licks me with 
contempt^ I like it: I loathe it. Be strong, be strong with—others,

^you're throttling a lover)to deathfjAnd that I think is the answer. 
(A silence, their eyes on each other across the table.)
ANNE: Is that—the worst ye have to say? (Will gazes at her.) 
It’s a question, la—love.
WILL: No.
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ANNE: What else? (Will picks up the text, stands up.)
WILL: No, the game is over.
ANNE: No it isn’t, not till both of us say, and I have to know. 
(Will is silent.XTell me, ye—milksop, what’s the worst ye think, 
ye’ll leave me?
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WILL/I think/she’s older/she’ll die first./(June bides her face 
in a band, and this time does cry, it begins with a jerky breath, 
she keeps the crying in her gut, but at last it breaks her open. Will 
comes back, tosses the text on the table, stands behind her racked 
figure, to finger her nape.)
ANNE: Don’t—touch—
WILL: Anne, nothing’s impossible—the schoolteaching, family 
and fidelity, even Gilbert is possible—if I can— (With both hands 
he caresses her hair, ears, eyes.) —ripen with it, that’s all I mean 
by enough. Your cheek is wet. Is that the only thing? (Tie draws 
her body back against his groin, she stiffens, slowly moves against 
him.)
ANNE: None of—ye business—
WILL: Oh, I think it is. (His hands come down over her, bosom, 
belly, then he twists to the candle, he sees the marigolds, picks a 
few, sits beside her, and puts a flower in her hair.) That’s for the 
dishrags. (She bites at bis hand, he puts another into her bodice.) 
For the diapers. Yes, he— (A last flower in bis fingers, he twists 
to blow out the candle.) —did kiss her. You have no idea where 
I mean to put this one— (Anne begins to laugh, in the dark, it is 
a marvellous laugh, also up out of her gut, hearty and prolonged, 
but it ends presently in a little gasp.)
ANNE: Not here— Vhere .
WILL: Here-, -(-here
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Scene 2

A mutter of two or three voices, as moonlight steals in on 
the tree. Tulk, Meg, and Xemp circle in with crossbows, 
they halt, to peer behind.

KEMP [Whispers]: Will?
FULK: Where’d the boy go to?
MEG: Will? (They scatter off, searching. Will breaks in, reeling, 
falls, bits at the earth, stumbles up and across, drops to his knees.) 
WILL: Oh, my—Christ, what have I—done, where can I flee, 
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with the humpback and twisted foot of love? (He is racked, on bis, 
knees. 7n the shadows Xemp circles back in.)
KEMP [Culls]: Hey, you fellow felon, Will? (He spies him, 
comes.) If we get a deer I’ll— (He stops, scfuats to stare.) Are 
you sick, or—
WILL: Sick, I’ve just committed suicide—
KEMP: What?
WILL: Oh God, nothing looks the same before and after the act 
of love. I made her a promise, to be a schoolmaster, and my gut 
won’t keep it down, I’m like—water and jiggling bones. I ran out 
of the house in such a panic I—Kemp, what in God’s name is 
evil in me?
KEMP: You’re not evil.
WILL: Am I such a lunatic then?
KEMP: Only here. London is full of us, nobody notices.
WILL: London. (7t brings his head up, Tulk circles in, with Meg.) 
FULK: No talking from here down.
KEMP: Which way?
FULK [Leading]: To the river, they come down there to drink. 
MEG [Tolloiuing]Sometimes.
FULK: Every night.

(MEG: Sometimes.
FULK: I say every night, another word and I’ll wrap a stick 
around ye—
KEMP: We’ll talk after, come, lad— (They go off. Will remains, 
alone.)
WILL: London*Be still, you pulsing toad in me, be still. Is there 
one face that swims in my tear I cannot now see dead and out of 
my way? such murder is in me: and in all the swarms that copu
late, lift any stone the bugs are busy as little soldiers and butchers. 
Carnage is half the soul of the quietest leaf. Which falls, breath
ing its counsel, Destroy: all is reborn^April rises from its bed 
sweet with the rotted flesh of log and corpse, the worm is reborn 
in birdsong, and all creation works its miracles in the hand of 
destruction: then why am I to be out of its law, and merciful?

<*when I come here, here, to breathe with all that— (He breaks off, 
peering.) Who’s that?
JENNY: It’s me. (She cotnes into the moonlight, her eye and 
thumb bandaged.)
WILL: Where did you come from?
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JENNY: I followed ye.
WILL: Why?
JENNY: I’m lonely. What were ye hollering for, ye want to be 
caught?
WILL: Yes.
JENNY: What?
WILL: I must undo—undo a promise I made to teach, to be a 
schoolmaster— (He takes her hand.) Jenny, I’m—
JENNY ■. Ow. She bit me there—
WILL: I’m sorry.
JENNY: —a bite like that can be very bad, some bites are poison
ous. And the old bastard took a board to me, he beat me too— 
(She clutches him, listening.) What’s that?
WILL: Fulk. (A pause, she caresses him.)
JENNY: Ye—feel like?
WILL: Aren’t you afraid of her bite?
JENNY: How would she know?
WILL: I would tell her.
JENNYXOh. I don’t—know why I came, then. (She drifts from 
him, waits.)Xl don’t know why I’m going. No one there even to 
talk to—
WILL: Talk to me.
JENNY: Why?
WILL: I’m lonely. (He twists away.f^I don’t, don’t, don’t know 
what to do—
JENNY: Ye don’t want me.
WILL: Not true.
JENNY: Ye do want me.
WILL: Jenny, man and wife put out roots that invade each other, 
children too, till there’s—such a root-bind on us all—
JENNY: Eh?
WILL: —we’re one flesh, not separable except—by bleeding— 
JENNY: Ahh—
WILL: —and I can pull loose and bleed, or I can strangle— 
JENNY [A pause]: Ye mean, leave them?
WILL: Or strangle in die feeble arms of children/what shall I do? 
JENNY [Watches bis ^niserjj?): I could tell ye.
WILL: But you’ll be wooed by many others, with clearer heads, 
you’re an eyeful of pleasure.
JENNY: Oh, these. It’s when ye have a child they get real big.
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WILL: The world has much to look forward to.
JENNY [J pause]: I have a child.
WILL [Stares]: What?
JENNY: She’s three now. She lives in Bristol, with a nice family, 
she thinks it’s her mommy. They let me name her, though^ I 
named her Clarinda. Ye like that name?
WILL: Yes—
JENNY: She’s pretty too, ye could eat her, curly hair and all, very 
yellow. Or it was, they said it would change, and this year he— 
wouldn’t let me go, because I—because I didn’t want to give her 
to them to start with, he—he—
WILL: Yes.
JENNY: —and I can’t—see her without— (She weeps.) I want 
her to know. I want her to know. I want her, that’s all— (She 
weeps herself out. Will waits, attentive.)
WILL: Yes. (He takes her hand.)
JENNY: Ow. (Tulk is heard calling, the moonlight darkens.) 
FULK [Off]: Will. We got a deer. Will.
JENNY: I don’t want to see him, I look terrible—
WILL: Go the other way, I’ll hold him off. X
FULK [Wearer]: Will. Where in hell are ye now? (Jenny runs
one way, Will mooes the other.)
WILL: I’m over here— (7n the shadows Jenny falls, to the iron 
clang of the trap, sbe screams JX Jenny! What is it? (He runs 
scrambling to her, she screams terribly.) Oh Christ. (He works 
to pry it open.) Fulk! Fulk!
JENNY [Screaming]: I, I, I, I—
WILL: Fulk! (Tulk runs in.)
FULK: What’s wrong?
WILL: Jenny, they set a trap—
FULK: Oh, Jesus.
WILL: Get the other side.
JENNY [Screaming]: I couldn’t see— (Richards runs in opposite 
with a knife.)
RICHARDS: Now then— (He falters.) It’s Hodges’ girl— 
WILL: Help me! (They pull the trap open, Xemp and (Meg run 
in, and see Richards.)
MEG: Yiyy— (They separate and flee.)
WILL: Move, move—
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JENNY [Screamin^l: I, I, I can’t— (Tulk pulls her free, the trap 
clangs again.)
FULK: Oh God, that foot looks bad.
JENNY [Scrertwingl: 1 couldn’t see—
WILL: Blood, I can’t tell what it’s—
RICHARDS: I—didn’t mean—
FULK: What’ll we do with her?
WILL: Is anyone at the house?
RICHARDS: I didn’t know it’d be her, or so—
WILL [Hard]: Is there help at the house?
RICHARDS: Sir Thomas.
FULK: Hand ourselves over, boy?
WILL: It was my worst intention, yes, take her to Sir Thomas. 
(They lift Jenny, screaming, and carry her off, the moonlight dies 
out, the thud of a drum is heard.)
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The drum grows, like a summons, a buzz of gossiping 
voices rises to the bustle of a crowd at the full. Daylight 
slowly up.
A throng of Townspeople is milling about the stocks, the 
hands and feet sticking out are those of Tulkr-Will^nd 
Richard^ all in an exhaustion of pain, Will in a savagely

v pondering?)7lodges and Sandells stand talking, and 3>u- 
sann3~sds sucking on a candy stick. A Townsman with a 
lute is taunting.

TOWNSMAN
J-c^nnot now recalljbings,
EivebuDn^feetTopine .•
’TwafTtbat veirsth^.bush—

FULK [Through pain]: I’ll beat ye bush, I get out of here. (The 
Townsman laughs, moves off, plucking.)
SUSANNA: Papa. Papa.
WILL [Through pain]: Go home, ladybug.
SUSANNA: Papa, what are ye sitting there for, all day?
FULK: That’s a fine way to rear a child, in ignorance of the cus
toms of her country.
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WILL: I instruct by example, like Sir Thomas.
FULK: Agh, that stick.
WILL: I’m making a ballad. To his clarity of soul.
FULK: Oh? Say it.
WILL: I need a rhyme for stick.
FULK: Hey, Richards, what rhymes with stick, ye prune? (Berry 

- -------passes by, among 7ownspeople.)q;ibert-
RICHARDS [Jbrough pain]: Berry, isn’t it time yet?

CJ. Ibtf-r4 BERRY: Soon now.
WILL: Is there news of Jenny? 

q.iber+ BERRY: Ye’ll hear.
RICHARDS: I only did my duty. And for what?—shown off to 
the town in disgrace next to two thieves—
FULK: Ah, ye’re just like our blessed savior.
HODGES: Ye’re a filthy pair of rogues, ye’ll be meat for the 
hangman if ye keep—
SANDELLS: Hush, man, his daughter is here.
SUSANNA: No, I’m not.
HODGES: I’ve got a daughter, there she is in her bed tossing in 
pain, and what am I to do about it?
WILL: Go hit her with a board. It’s very soothing.
HODGES: What?
WILL: If not to her, to you. (Hodges approaches, spits on Will.) 

Cpber+ BERRY: Easy—
HODGES. I bring her up to be a good decent girl, and this piss 
in his pants turns her into a whore!
WILL: You know better.
HODGES: Eh?
WILL: Truth, truth. Tell the truth and—
HODGES [Stares]: I hope I’m there when they hang ye! (He 
marches out.)
SANDELLS: Maybe he’s right, to be rid of ye’d be the best thing 
for Anne.
WILL: Or for you?
SANDELLS: If ye had any thought for her ye wouldn’t be here, 
ye’d be home or at work like the rest of us, not off rioting with a 
wench that’s not ve own—
WILL: Oh, God. I lie, he lies, you lie— (Anne, her face like 
stone, enters with a bulky sack, and sets it down.)
ANNE: Susie, I don’t want ye here now. X
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SANDELLS: I was just telling her that, and— (He takes Susanna 
by the hand.) Can I take her home for ye?
ANNE: She knows the way.
WILL: Yes, don’t try any lewd handy-pandy with the child. 
SANDELLS: Eh?

(WILL: I said give her back her hand, she’s too young. (Sandells 
stares, at him, then at Anne.)
ANNE: 1 told him.

(’WILL: What I find unbelievable is not what you do but what you 
all say, as if there’s no angel in heaven writing it down, do you 
think so?
SANDELLS: Anne, I—

/WILL: You lick away all night in some adulterous crotch and all 
l^day sing hymns to each othe^as absent-minded as monkeys who 

eat their own excrement— (Sandells goes for bis throat, Anne 
runs to intervene, pulling and cryiM.^ut and kicking at Sandells.) 
ANNE: Stop, stop, let go, ye—Barry I Berry-! (Berry runs in, and 
throws Sandells back: he stands, breathing, while Anne cares for
Will.) Vx. all right- Uri? (Sandells takes a step to Anne.) 
SANDELLS: I’m sorry, Anne, he—
ANNE [Tfbeels]: Get out, get away from me, get, get— (Sandells 
falls back, shakes a finger at Will, turns, goes off.)

1 BERRY: Why don’t ye keep ye tongue still?
WILL: It’s the one thing I have loose. (Anne sits, contemplates 
him, Berry drifts off.)£Annc, I know we must talk, and this isn’t 
the place—
ANNE: It’s the only place ye are. (Thumbs Susanna.) Get home.X 
(Susanna backs off, wide-eyed.)
WILL-. I’m here with—
ANNE: They’re nothing to me.
FULK: Thank ye.
WILL: Very well. I didn’t take her there last night.
ANNE: Go on.
WILL I didn’t invite her, I didn’t touch her, I didn’t intend to, 
and I expect you to believe me.
ANNE [A pause]: I’m glad, I didn’t like to think ye ran from me 
to her/But I was upstairs afterwards waiting like a fool and ye ran 
out to this scum, why?
FLILK: Thank ye. I haven’t been so—
WILL: Fulk, the conversation is private.
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FULK: Should 1 leave?
ANNE: Keep ye mouth shut/Ye wanted this to happen.
WILL: Partly—
ANNE: To get out of what ye promised?
WILL: —and partly not.
ANNE: Ye turned everything we said upside down—
WILL: Anne, it turned like a tide, I went out with it! I never had 
more loving intentions—
FULK: He turned over a new leaf, it was the same on both sides. 
WILL: —and since midnight here I’ve been asking myself why 
so much of me is treacheries.
ANNE: And what did ye answer?
WILL: That I’m ignorant of what’s in me, some—fracture, I was 
half out of my head last night and frantic to know which was my 
better half, sanity or hallucination. You, the children, love, work, 
honest sleep, that half is sanity—
ANNE: At least ye say it. (Xemp and Pope enter opposite to set 
up a money-table and banners, Xemp approaches.)
KEMP: Hideous sight, it unnerves me.
WILL: And the other half is hallucination.
ANNE: Will ye say what ye mean?
WILL: To be one of—them. (June's eye follows bis to Xemp.) 
KEMP [Pained]: Lad, lad.
ANNE: Oh, God keep us.
WILL: Anne, I’m in pain, I can’t think straight, but there’s a 
question here of obedience, to others or myself. Obey and be 
stillborn—
ANNE: Can ye talk sense?
WILL: —but the disobedience in me—could obey them— 
ANNE: I’m asking one thing—
WILL: —if they’d take me.
KEMP: Don’t.
ANNE: I’m asking how are we to live!
WILL: And what am I asking? Damn you, damn you—
KEMP: Why?
WILL: —wear your work like—silk, you jigging doll, when the 
world wears rags—
KEMP: Silk?
WILL: What gives you the right, what? You stroll the countryside 
as carefree as a chickadee, chirping your ditties while others dig in
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the fields, you dazzle us with these banners of enchanted lands and 
when we’re sick in our gut for them, where are you? Jigging away 
over the hilltop, leaving us tied, hobbled, chained, fettered, and 
locked in this stocks called life and love and family and— (We 
yanks at the stocks, yanks and yanks, heaving.)
RICHARDS: Eh, eh!
FULK: He’s daft. q. t bent-
WILL: Won’t—no, get me—out—Berry 1 Berry! Get—me— (We 
stops, hangs in (gxhaustioji.)
FULK: Don’t do that,"boy. (Jnne comes to him, places a palm on 
his brow.)
WILL [Weary]: I’m not delirious now.
KEMP [Quief/y]: Will you be out for the play?
WILL: Go away, you—fool’s light— (Kemp bows, leaves with 
Pope.)
ANNE: It’s how ye—really feel about us, isn’t it.
WILL: I have it in me to kill, yes. Or daydream it.
ANNE: Who now?
WILL: Women and children first.
ANNE: Susie?
WILL: Anne, it’s only—
ANNE: Ye think, she’ll die first too?
WILL: Yes. It’s only the (wishes)—
ANNE: So ye can be with—strangers? these jigging—what did ye 
say, dolls, instead of the babes ye made in me—
WILL: —wishes on the night side of the eye—
ANNE: —and I screamed to get them out of my bones alive, ye 
own flesh, and—beauties, ye think if they’re dead ye can be off 
with these make-believe kings and dolls instead^Jweet, I’ll give 
ye the chance! [She brings the bulky sack to the stocks, drops it.) 
WILL: What is it?
ANNE: It’s ye things. I’m putting ye out of the house.
WILL: What?
ANNE: Ye can go where ye like, with these mudlarks or any
where, do what ye like, lay with anyone—
WILL: It’s my house.
ANNE: No. I talked it over with Gilbert, he helped me fill it. 
WILL: Anne, this is the silliest thing you—
ANNE: I won’t live with ye. No.
WILL: I’ll carry it home again, that’s—
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ANNE: Then I’ll take the children and go. (TFifl stares.) Ye 
needn’t kill us off, 1 won’t share bed and board if ye can’t want 
me the way-Xsome of the way 1 want ye, and love ye—
WILL: I do—
ANNE: —because to have ye is what I wanted most, with all the 
worry ye were too much for me, and God knows there’s little I 
wouldn’t do for ye, only—there’s nothing ye will do, to have me,

'^anqj’m not to be had for nothing?}
WILL: I do, Anne, don’t force a—
ANNE: No. If ye carry it home again it’ll be to tell me ye want 
us, ye’ll work for us, ye’ll live how people who love each other 
live, for one another, and if ye can’t—if ye can’t say it—
WILL: It’s what I said and unsaid—
ANNE [Unsteady]: —don’t come—
WILL: Love, I—can’t—
ANNE: —please. Don’t—come—
WILL: I can’t say it! (.dnttc stands, then hurries out, a silence.) 
FULK: Women. Think only of themselves, there’s Meg off with 
Kemp all night, saying prayers for me?
RICHARDS: What? (Opposite Sir Jhomas in somber mood and 
Berry enter.)
FULK: Is our time up, pray God?vn+ r
SIR THOMAS: Open the stock*. In the future, Richards, you will
not ignore my wishes.
RICHARDS: Was an oversight.
SIR THOMAS: I pray so. As for you two huntsmen, this penalty 
might well have been uglier: I almost regret it was not. I have 
come from a-XKindly look at me! (Will raises bis head.) It is 
your profligacies that others pay for, and you are heedless?
WILL: I pay.
SIR THOMAS: I would it were none but you: do you think you 
inhabit a void?
WILL: I—now do—
SIR THOMASdlt angers me how lightheaded you people are, not 
that I look to morality in you, but simple experienced! have just 
come from the girl you were with, whose life will be a tragedy, in 
exchange for an evening’s lark. Are you ineducable as the bees 
that drown in the cider? tipplers, sluts, thieves, you-XAre not 
worth the breath 1 waste. (Berry has opened the stocks, Jtdk and
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Richards crawl out, crooked, like paralytics on the ground. Oppo
site, Roche hurries in, sees Sir Jhomas.)
ROCHE: Oh! (He twins to flee, Sir Jhomas spies bim.)
SIR THOMAS: Ah, Walter. I was expecting you. You left me a 
letter.
WILL: Why a tragedy?
ROCHE: You—read it, Sir Thomas?
SIR THOMAS: No.
ROCHE: I shall go at once for it, some—alterations—
SIR THOMAS: I have it here.
WILL: What tragedy?
SIR THOMAS [Turns]: She will lose that foot, the surgeon is 
with her. (A silence.)
WILL [Stricken]: What?
SIR THOMAS: Thanks to your—amorous attentions.
ROCHE: Oh, dear God.
SIR THOMAS [Opens the letter]: Walter, to happier matters. I 
take it your prot£g£ is the—
ROCHE [Jakes it]: No, no, my handwriting is illegible, perhaps 
I—
WILL: For a deer?
SIR THOMAS [Takes it hack]: But I admire your script—
WILL: An eye for an eye, a foot for a deer?
ROCHE: I must explain that—circumstances, circumstances— 
WILL [Savage]: You said morality?
ROCHE: —alter cases—
SIR THOMAS [Stares]: I said, your amorous attentions. It was 
not my lust that brought her there. (Will covers bis eyes with a 
hand.)
ROCHE [Takes the letter]: My point is, certain changes—you 
may think advisable—
SIR THOMAS [Takes it back]: I am glad to advise.
ROCHE: No, my point is—
SIR THOMAS: It opens well, ablest young, yes, well qualified— 
ROCHE: It continues in the same vein, I shall—
SIR THOMAS: What!X(Tie stares at it, then wheels, Will is 
weeping.) You? Is this a hoax, Walter?
ROCHE: Yes, I mean no, that was my point, I—
SIR THOMAS: You wrote this—perjured testimonial for a—

XROCHE: —before last night, Sir Thomas—
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SIR THOMAS: And he turned scoundrel in the night? (Tie con
fronts Wll.)XMy ablest young—debaucher. It baffles me how you 
arrived at the view that you, you, are fit to teach the young. You 
will of course not, in Redditch or elsewhere—
WILL: I set no trap for her.
SIR THOMAS: What?
WILL: Whatever else I did, I set no trap—
SIR THOMAS: Nor did I! And to involve my name now in this 
fraudulent letter—however you duped this old man—
WILL: The letter is of no interest to me, it never was.
ROCHE [Wounded]: Will.
WILL: That forlorn girl, so—vain of her looks, too— (>4t 
Richards.XWhy, you shit, why?
RICHARDS: Was an oversight!
SIR THOMAS: Spare us at least your obscenities.
WILL: You amputate our flesh, and speak of my obscenities?
SIR THOMAS: What! (He strikes bis stick down upon the 
stocks, 'Will recoils.) You mistake my patience, 1 conquer it when 
necessary. Now heed me. If you violate law, property, custom, and 
live by disobedience to the order of things, do not have the pre
sumption to ask why suffering follows: it follows you.
WILL: Into whose trap?
SIR THOMAS: It was not my doing!
WILL: Not that it matters to her—
SIR THOMAS: The sole responsibility I accept for this unhappy 
event is to see that henceforth you have less margin for your 
floutings: little of what you do will escape my attention, and the 
consequences of the next folly will be dire. A word to the— (Tie 
holds up the letter, crumples and throws it.) —wise. Now, Walter.?^ 
ROCHE: I must explain, Sir Thomas, it was never my intention 
to deceive you— (Roche trots after Sir Thomas and Berry, out, 
Richards limps out after them. 'Will stumbles from the stocks.) 
FULK: That’s no good news. No. It’s not good news—
WILL: Don’t waste a tear, she’s only a—drowned bee. With one 
wish she’ll—never get now— (He spies the sack.) Or—fX(He 
kneels to it, pulls out a fistful of garments.) She was here?
FULK: Who?
WILL: Talk sense, live how people live, she said it too, what 
sense? Obey, obey— (He cries after Sir Thomas, then after 
Anne.) I’m living in a house of mad parents, everyone tells me be
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one of the children, and I’m mad enough myself to want their love 
and respect? (Presently he snatches up the letter, sits, digs a stub 
out of bis pocket, and writes on the back side.)
FULK: What are ye writing, another letter?
WILL: No.
FULK [Peering]: It rhymes.
WILL: Luck.
FULK: First letter I’ve seen that rhymes.
WILL: It’s not a letter, it’s a defecation of principles..
FULK: Oh? (He reads as 'Will writes.)

Jhe sejuire is dire, bis sneer and his snare 
Both stink up the air: bis soul is a hole 
Jull of gases and prayer.

WILL: To-John O’Craeni (He gives tbe tumrj 
He tbinks we’re the dung—

FULK [Sings]: —that he saunters among,
It’s himself that he smells and tastes on bis tongue.

Ho, that’s very good, who’s this letter to?
WILL: It rhymes, therefore it’s a poerrjXFind me a nail or a sliver. 
(Julk searches on the ground, 'Will scribbles.)
FULK: Here, what’s it for? ('Will takes it, tacks the page up on 
the stocks post.XSomehow I feel I’m getting guilty again—
WILL: Name me a bad dog, they get bad doggerel, but it has 
much authentic feeling in it.
FULK: It’s a beautiful sentiment/Only are ye sure ye should put 
it up?
WILL: Yes and no— (He pauses.) —why not, if it’s all or 
nothing let it be nothing. (Jwo Jownsmen enter in conversation! 
they stare at 'Will reading, and he beckons them over, to read at 
bis shoulder.)

I TOWNSMAN: Haw. Sir Thomas.
WILL [C/ioes tbe tune]:

Jhe folk are a-choke, the law is bis stick—
1+Z. TOWNSMEN [Joining in]-.

His power is sour, bis people are sick 
Of so upright a prick!

2. TOWNSMAN [Conuulsed]: Haw, who put it up here?
FULK: Richards. (Joumsfolk gather around the page, and sing, 
others come on. “Will looks off.)
WILL; Fulk, let’s spread the bad word of shit, piss, and corruption. 
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FULK: Where?
WILL: Everywhere, the town is full of it. (He and Tulk go guickly 
off, as Sir Jhomas returns with Richards and Derry, the Towns
people sing on.)
SIR THOMAS: You say Kemp?
RICHARDS: I think he was one.
SIR THOMAS: This player Kemp? He would not— (The Towns
people become silent.) He would not risk the license here of his 
company—
RICHARDS: It was something they said. ,
SIR THOMAS: Fetch him, lUw^JJYilerry runs to obey. Sir 
Thomas sees a Very Old Man peering at the stocks, approaches 
behind him, reads.)
VERY OLD MAM. I lull. (7k ttnns.) Heli, lieee— (He relteuls 
in rnnrtgrwtriiewr)
SIR THOMAS: Come here. (The Very Old Marrfjults.) Who put 
this up?
VERY OLD MAN. Eh, I’m nn old man.
SIR THOMAS: I asked who put it up.

1 . VERY OLD MA-N: Couldn’t—say. (Sir Thomas gazes around at 
the Townspeople.)
SIR THOMAS: Who wrote this?

2. TOWNSWOMAN: I—only heard, Sir Thomas—
SIR THOMAS: I asked who.

2. TOWNSWOMAN:—by hearsay—
SIR THOMAS: Who?

I. TOWNSWOMAN: Richards.
— RICHARDS R«»M: What?

I . TOWNSWOMAN: So they say—
SIR THOMAS: Richards? (He plucks the page loose, turns it 
over, stares, Derry returns with Xemp.)
RICHARDS: Who says?

Z. TOWNSMAN: Everybody says.
I . TOWNSWOMAN: My brother saw ye.

FULK [In the crowd]-. It’s back in the stocks for ye, Richards! 
SIR THOMAS: Bring me that man. (Berry brings Tulk to him, 
struggling.)
RICHARDS: Sir Thomas, Sir Thomas, believe me, there’s some 
mistake, how can anyone say—
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SIR THOMAS: Be quiet: you are innocent and incapabljKemp. 
Did you accompany him last night?
KEMP: No. Who is he?
SIR THOMAS: Did he not accompany you?
FULK: No, who is he? (Sir Thomas contemplates Xemp, then 
Juffe.)
SIR THOMAS: terry, take this ragbag to the whipping pos(> See 
if the truth is in him.
FULK [Panicky]: Sir, ye wouldn’t whip an old soldier who— 
(Berry thrusts him toward the stocks post.) —gave his arm for the 
Queen—
WILL [7n the crowd]: Why him? Be dire and whip the Earl of 
Leicester’s man.
SIR THOMAS: What? (A few Townspeople melt away from 
Will, Sir Thomas sees him.) Ah.
KEMP: Me, you brat?
WILL: Oh, of course not. You travel under the Earl’s protection— 
KEMP: I do, and neither of us likes to see me whipped.
WILL: —and justice here is judicious, it has a cautious taste for 
cripples.
KEMP [Then]: Don’t, lad.
SIR THOMAS: You are friends?
KEMP: I like thejjoy, y^s.
SIR THOMAS: terry 1 think we will set this old soldier free— 
FULK [Ducks away]: Thank ye.
SIR THOMAS [TPitb the page]: —in favor of our young poetxl 
take it this side is the fruit of the long studies for which Master 
Roche commends you, on the other?
WILL: Is your question did I write it?
SIR THOMAS: Yes.
WILL: Of course.
SIR THOMAS: Your candor is encouraging. Now, was this player 
with you last night?
WILL: I think I wrote it in vain.
SIR THOMAS: Will you answer the question?
WILL( With all candor.^You mutilate one of us for life, put three 
of us in the stocks, keep the rest of us from a heroic play while 
you order a cowardly whipping, and all for the sake of one louse- 
bitten deer: a town that turns on such a question is crackbrained. 
(A silence.)
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KEMP: Now, now. I’ll pay for the damned deer, we can get on 
with the play—
SIR THOMAS: I have underestimated you. Bind him to the post. 
(Berry thrusts 'Will to the post.)
KEMP: What, are you going to whip the boy?
SIR THOMAS: The decision is not mineXWere you with him or 
not? (Xemp hesitates.) Do, Berry. Rcbarc!
KEMP: I was with him.
SIR THOMAS: Honor, among thieves. It is inspiring to find it 
even there. You and your company will return to your rooms, and 
wait.

kt mp POPE: We’re giving a play.
SIR THOMAS: Obviously there will be no play.

1. TOWNSMAN: No play?
2. TOWNSWOMAN: Sir Thomas, let’s have the play—

KEMP: You deprive us of our livelihood.
NED: Willie, be quiet.
KEMP: Why?
NED: You’re in the wrong.

I , TOWNSMAN [Calling]: Give us the play—
SIR THOMAS: Take your money home again: you have greater 
needs than for their shams. You will go to your rooms.
KEMP: Then turn the boy loose.
SIR THOMAS: Ah yes, the boy. (Tie considers the page, the 
watching crowd, 'Will at the post with Berry.jXThe law has a body, 
however invisible to you, it is all that guards us from each other. 
In this town I personify it.
WILL: Oh, the obscenities of office, the law is in your hands, isn’t 
it your hand my jingle burns?
SIR THOMAS: It is not the private offense that concerns me— 
WILL: I know, the aloof arbiter, I prefer the honor of thieves— 
SIR THOMAS: I will have obedience to authority here as I give 
it to authority—
WILL: And by what authority is it you rule us in every step we— 
SIR THOMAS: By that with which I rule myself.
WILL: Liar! (Jl buzz in the crowd.)
SIR THOMAS: I said I rule myself, my passions, and my judg— 
WILL: Liar! Your passion is rule, and it rules you. You herd us 
into the dark under your hand and create a town you despise—
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I SIR THOMAS: Nine lashes, Berry! One to the line. Go to your 

rooms and wait. (Tie starts off. Tbe Townspeople stir, muttering.)
1. TOWNSMAN: Let them give the play, Sir Thomas.
2. TOWNS WOMAN: Yes, let’s have the play.
I .TOWNSMAN: Give us the play.

SIR THOMAS [Turns]: There will be no play, I have revoked it. 
You have a whipping to divert you.

2.TOWNSMAN: We want the play.
f • TOWNSWOMAN: Let’s have the play.

SIR THOMAS: Go to your homes and your work. You but waste 
good time and money on these— (Tbe mutter grows to a chant.) 
TOWNSPEOPLE: Let’s have the play. Let’s have the play. Let’s 
have the play.
WILL: Tbe folk are a-choke—
TOWNSMAN: —(be law is bis stick—
SIR THOMAS: I say go to your work! (Others take up the song,
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TOWNSPEOPLE:

Tlis power is sour, bis people are sick 
Of so upright a prick—

SIR THOMAS: Your ballad monger shall bear the— (Tbe sink
ing drowns him out, at the first break he calls across. i/Ten lashes, 
Berry. (They sing on, jeering, until another break.j/Twelve lashes!

, (They sing on, uglier.^4-ifteen lashes!
KEMP: Damn you, stop singing it.^Out of the crowd a raw egg 
is thrown, strikes Sir Thomas on the breast, and trickles down. The 
singing straggles out. Sir Thomas stands rigid, the crowd is un
easy under bis glare.)
SIR THOMAS [At lost]: What are you all? angry as apes and 
frightened as deer, louts, lechers, mud men— (Tbey avoid bis 
eyes, here, there.) Are you teachable only by the most drastic of 
punishments? Then we shall have that lesson too. Tell the bailiff 
to call the council in session. Now. (Richards run-out, Sjr 
Thomas turns on Tfill.) You infect all. Fifteen lashes, Be«y,aah<£ 
when you are done bring him to the Gild Hall. With his friends.
KEMP: For what? _____
SIR THOMAS: For bloodletting, to cure these-^shildrep)of their 
fever. (Tie goes off.)

i .TOWNSMAN [Spits]: No play.
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TOWNSMAN: Well, let’s watch the whipping. (Berry takes up 
the whip, the Townspeople gather.)
WILL :Jjnsteadf)Get on with the bloodletting, you damned geese, 
you—moment ago were quacking what 1 put in your mouths, now 
you— (Some jeer in his face, he breaks one hand loose to swing, 
but they pin him to the post, and bind him again.) —he’s right, 
worse than children—no wit to invent your own rhyme— (They 
jeer him down, he shouts over, and Berry heaves the whip back.) 
—or dare mouth it except behind each other, geese, geese, a flock 
of idiot—aaahh— (Jhe lash tears the cry from him, he grips the 
post. Silence. The lights begin to dim out, Berry heaves the whip 
back, and lashes with it again, and again, and again.)

END OF THE ACT
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Taint light stealing in on a few benches in rows, facing 
a table, it darkens as time passes.
Will is seated on the floor, his arms and head down upon 
a bench, not stirring, bis shirt is bloody and in shreds. At 
the table Sir Thomas sits, also motionless, staring at him.

X SIR THOMAS: Are you awake? (Will continues to lie with eyes 
closed, Sir Thomas continues toZsiK pondering.) I know of no 
other way. (A mutter of voices, off; Kerry pushes Xemp in.) 
KEMP: Gtreful—
BH^rfonr Thomas, the one without the arm has a whore, ye 
want to talk to her?
SIR THOMASXNoXl will. (Tie rises, walks past Xemp and out, 
Kerry follows. Xemp looks around.)
KEMP: You asleep, lad?
WILL [Wnmoving]: Yes.
KEMP: Don’t let me wake you.
WILL: You did.
KEMP: I’ve been in jollier holes of justice than this.
WILL: You did. I don’t know whether to thank or damn you for 
a devil.
KEMP: What?
WILL: Take me up on a mountain and show me the cities of the 
world—
KEMP: Oh.
WlLfcr—-<a view worth being whipped for? Without it I had a— 
(Tie sits tip grits bis teeth, Xemp stjuats to examine his back.) 
—family/a trade, and a whole skin.
KEMP: Well, you talked him into it.
WILL: Yes, he’s—piety in my hands.
KEMP: You’ll live.
WILL [Presently]: Where? (Xemp sits) on a bench, considers 
him.) And for whom? If not for them.
KEMP: Don’t ask me.
WILL: Some—halfwit foetus in me bleating for—more life?
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KEMP: Damn it, I’m not the father. I came into town to make a 
living, not show you anything. (He walks away, walks back.)

X, Look, you want to go to London, go.
WILL: I don’t need your consent.
KEMP: Good.
WILL: I need Sir Thomas’s.
KEMP: Just get it out of your head we’re taking you. I like your 
company, my—company likes its own, half the time we don’t 
keep our ass above water, what can you do for us, sell sausages in 
the pitXYou want my advice?
WILL: Not so far.
KEMP: Make your peace with him, and stay.
WILL: It’s with a different enemy.
KEMP: Your wife, then.
WILL: Myself.
KEMP:/fcities of the world, my God, these mudpuddle towns, 
work, worry, sleep in ditches, miss meals, miss women, your clothes 
stink—It’s a wormy dog’s life, with always some blacksuit bastard 
like his holiness to kick uq/and here’s a-X (He f"—h„ri>
—lovely town, you do a day’s work, you have a roof and a woman 
cooking and your brats to welcome you home of a winter evening. 
Know what any of us would give for that?
WILL: Not two pins.
KEMP: One.
WILL: What can his holiness do to you?
KEMP: Run us out, that’s all, won’t be the first time. What can 
he do to you?
WILL: Anything he likes. And that’s a difference. (J mutter of 
voices, off.)
BEKR¥-{Off]: —be a while yet. In thereX(Anne walks in.)
KEMP: Well, speak of the—Mouse herself. (June spies 'Will, 

^catches her breath.) I’ll wait. (He goes out, 'Will stands, sways.) 
WILL: Whipped me.
ANNE: Oh my God, ye’re all—blood— (She blunders around a 
bench to him, he tries to forestall her with a hand.)
WILL: Hands—off, no, no, don’t— (June takes bis hand to her 
bosom, and he is suddenly undone, she sits, he goes to bis knees 
with bis head into her lap, but fighting off tears, striking the bench.) 
ANNE: What is it, what is it?
WILL: I’m afraid, I’m afraid—
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ANNE: Don’t. Lad, lad. (Sbe lulls him in her lop.) There. Don’t. 
There.
WILL: I wrote a verse. To which he—was averse— (Sbe touches 
bint inadvertently.) Aa—
ANNE: Get the shirt off, I’ll find—
WILL: Don’t move.
ANNE: —some water, dirt’s all in it, ye’ll be sick with—
WILL: Don’t move. Oh God, it’s good to touch you.
ANNE: Do, do.
WILL: I could melt into you, I never felt so cut off from—all 
other flesh in my— (He rolls away from ber.WOh, damn you, 
damn the—
ANNE: What did I—
WILL: —smell and taste of you, nothing’s wrong the minute I’m 
in your arms, you great bitch, why^/(5le is on bis feet, unsteady/ 
Anne eyes him.)
ANNE [Dry]: Ye love me. Maybe.
WILL: I won’t keep any promise I make, do you hear me? 
ANNE: The whole town hears ye. (She rises, crosses back, Will 
sits on a bench.)
WILL: I won’t melt into you, no, that’s one I’ll keep.
ANNE [Half off]: I want some water and soap and clean rags.

ft,ch.BEftRY [Half in] : What for?
ANNE: For him, ye think I’m doing ye floor? Get them. (Berry 
retreats, Anne comes back, starts to slip the shirt off.)
WILL: Slow. (Anne gets it off, stares, swallows, sits, and stores.) 
ANNE: Ye’re a rare-looking schoolmaster—
WILL: It’s skin deep.
ANNE: What’s next, husband pet?
WILL: I mean nothing’s changed.
ANNE [Then]: I know. Did he say what he wants ye here for? 
WILL: Said bloodletting, since I still have some, but what he’ll do 
I—Banish me from the town? (Anne's eyes widen, sbe gets up.) 
ANNE: He said that?
WILL: Kemp expects it. Let him, it isn’t the Garden of Eden even 
if He puts me out of it.
ANNE: If he does—that, I can’t let that— (Berry appears with a 
bucket and rags. Anne walks, takes them, Berry gapes at Will's 
back, sbe glares.) Ye like it?

ffoh BERRY: I do—what I’m told—
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ANNE: Then get me a shirt. Ye didn’t have the sense to take it 
off?X(Betry re (reals. Anne kneels behind Will, cleans dirt from 
the wounds, he is gritty with the pain.)
WILL: Easy.
ANNE: Hold still, it’s hard enough. Ye—want him to?
WILL: It’s too hard. What?
ANNE: Drive ye out?
WILL: I don’t need his consent, do I?
ANNE: Go with these gipsies ye love so?
WILL: They—aa— (Tie sucks in, arching.) Talk of—someone 
you like better—
ANNE: I can’t help it.
WILL: They don’t want me either.
ANNE [A pause] -. Ah. (She puts her brow against bis shoulder.) 
They can’t have ye.
WILL: Anne, Anne. Wasn’t the whipping, it was the terror at— 
being spat out, like a gob of gristle. So unwanted— (She kisses bis 
bare shoulder.) —they watched me like a ring of mongrels— 
ANNE: I like ye gristle—
WILL: To be different from them is to die, that was the terror. I 
wanted to crawl home to—you, her, some womb—and couldn’t, 
cut off there too—
ANNE: Don’t. (Sbe turns his cheek, his body comes toward her.) 
WILL: No, don’t kiss me, I taste of vomit— (Sbe kisses bim, and 
his hands gather her head, a long hungering kiss. At last she sits 
backp^Will you love, honor, and live with—my vomit?
ANNE: No.
WILL: Then what are we to do?/(Anne shakes her head.) If we 
first met now we’d see each other so—simply, I’d say there’s an 
uncommon lass] I’ll marry yop
ANNE: I’d say good, I’ve three children I think are yours.
WILL: I’d say—I love you, nothing’s wrong, I love you. (Anne 
shuts her eyes on it.) And you’d say yes, live how people who love 
one another—p<
ANNE: I know what I said. (A pause.) I’ll give ye—time.
WILL [Sbaky]: Anne, I love you, nothing’s not wrong, I love you, 
it’s—cracking me apart— (Anne takes bis hand, they sit, mute.) 
ANNE: Then we’ll work it out. Whatever he does. (Tbe tolling of 
a bell begins its summons. 7n a moment Berry prods Julk in, with 
Meg, and tosses Anne the sack of Will's things, from which she 
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takes a shirt, Kemp appears, and townspeople, including filbert 
with Susanna—sbe runs to 'Will—and Sandells, the players, 
Hodges, a growing throng. Berry lights tapers, and the lights come 
up, he seats Kemp, tulk, and (Meg on a bench in front, the tolling 
dies away. Sir thomas enters, pauses in a momentary contem
plation of 'Will with Susanna.)
SIR THOMAS: Be seated there, please. (Will sits beside Kemp. 
Anne takes Susanna back, and sits, Roche, Richards, others stand 
at the rear, when Sir thomas lays his stick and papers on the 
table, and sits to them, the room becomes hushed.) I have the 
council’s consent to proceed in this matter as I deem necessary. 
The events of this afternoon are or should be of concern to all of 
us. I need only— (Kemp whispers to 'Will.) I should like to have 
your attention, Kemp.
KEMP: Sorry.
SIR THOMAS: You believe that a minor notoriety as a clown 
exempts you from our provincial law?
KEMP: I’m sorry. 1 did say I’m—
WILL: Kemp, our state of mind is irrelevant here— (A stir.)
SIR THOMAS: Mine is not. I have little appetite for what I must 
do to make an example of you, kindly do not aggravate it. (to 
Kemp.) You do not retract your admission of poaching?
KEMP: Only my offer to pay for it. Our pockets are empty, 
thanks.
SIR THOMAS: We shall find another meansX(To tulk.) This 
woman is your wife?
FULK: No, sir.
MEG [TPifb bim]: Yes, sir.
FULK: In a manner of speaking.
SIR THOMAS: In a manner of fornication. What is your means 
of support?
FULK: A bit of—fishing, hunting—
SIR THOMAS: Thieving. I am told you also sell your lady’s 
charms.
FULK: Who, me?
MEG: No, sir.
SIR THOMAS: You have not whored under the hedges repeatedly? 
MEG: No, sir, no—
SIR THOMAS: I have a tally of townsmen here with whom you 
have been seen on divers occasions, must I read it? (A buzz.) I 
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think if you both acknowledge this—dark past, your future will 
be brighter.
FULK: Well. Maybe on—some divers occasion^-^.
SIR THOMAS: Thank you. (To TPitl.) Now/You are one and 
twenty?
WILL: Older, since yesterday.
SIR THOMAS: This is your child. ('Will turns bis head, to gaze 
at Susanna.)
WILL: Mine.
ANNE [Tip]: We have twins at home, Sir Thomas—
SUSANNA: No, we don’t.
ANNE: We have twins.
SIR THOMAS: As a plea for clemency they would have been 
twice as eloquent.
WILL: The child is not my plea.
ANNE: She came unasked—
SIR THOMAS | It is not important^How long are you married? 
WILL: Why do you catechize me, come to whatever decision— 
ANNE: Few years.
SIR THOMAS:. How old are you, child?
SUSANNA: Kwr years. (Some snickering.)
WILL [Terse]: You outwit children, sir?
SIR THOMAS [Presently]: You are intelligent: would it not be 
intelligent to keep in mind the realities of local power?
WILL: It has crossed my—back— _____
SIR THOMAS: And be—in so public a place—jdontrite?"'}
WILL [J pause]: Ah, is that what you ask?
SIR THOMAS: I shall help you. Sandells/you were sponsor of 
this couple at their marriage, tell me—
SANDELLS: Ye’re making a show of the wife. It’s not right.
SIR THOMAS: No. I wish to learn solely your—
ANNE: There’s nothing to learn but what every donkey in town’s \ 
been braying for four years. It was my doing. J

WILL [Tense]: Anne, I want you quiet hereA(>4nne sits.)
SIR THOMAS: —solely your impression of his character. 
SANDELLS: I was—partial in the matter, I didn’t know him too 
well^ThenA
HODGES ['Up]: I know him too well, I’ve had trouble with him 
before thisptf don’t mean to talk out of my turn—
SIR THOMAS: Continue.
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HODGES: Well, there’s my girl in her room, won’t—walk again, 
no, what am 1 to do with her now? a lass who’s a—dragging 
cripple the rest of her life, who’ll want her? and whose fault is it? 
WILL: Mine, hers, yours, his—
HODGES: Hers!
WILL: —and the trap’s.
HODGES: She wouldn’t have been there without ye!
SIR THOMAS: Nor would the trap.
SANDELLS: It’s true he was never anything but bad luck to any
one.
HODGES: The sooner the town’s rid of him the better off it’ll be, 
I say get rid of him! (-Will rises in a hubbub of bostilCTOtees, be 
fjn^en mound, shnt’ifn Koche stands, uncertain.) -
ROCHE: Sir Thomas.
SIR THOMAS: Yes.
ROCHE: I too have been disturbed by today’s events. Yet the 
youth is my friend. I wonder—

I . TOWNSMAN: Ye need a new friend or we need a new school
master!
ROCHE [Rattled]: —wonder whether we—do not perhaps over
look a consideration? I mean that the intelligence of which you 
spoke, the abilities with which I am acquainted in this— 
SANDELLS: What abilities?
RICHARDS: Writing songs against ye and blaming them on me? 
HODGES: And who taught him that?
SIR THOMAS: It is an interesting point, Walter, whether 
education does not unlock a Pandora’s box of vices upon us? 
ROCHE: Well. I am—not the one to—
WILL: You forget, perhaps, the last vice that flew out of her box. 
SIR THOMAS: What?
WILL: Hope.
SIR THOMAS [Presently] ;XYou are not without interest. I bear 
it in mind, Walter: it is what makes him contagious. (Tie studies 
the crowd.)XA town is a pond from which all must drink: when 
it turns unclean, the health of all requires that its scum be cleared. 
In public view. (A silence, he turns to the four.R<Kemp, the dis
turbance today arose in good part from the presence here of you 
and your strollers: they will leave the town within the hour. 
KEMP: What, be on the road in the dark?
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SIR THOMAS: And you for your personal exploit will be whipped 
out. (>f buzz.)
KEMP: What?
SIR THOMAS: Whipped out.
KEMP: I’m here under the warrant of the—
SIR THOMAS: A letter will go to the Earl of Leicester.
KEMP: He’s leading an army, he can’t be thinking of trivia!
SIR THOMAS Kit will be an unfortunate army. Sit.
KEMP: I’m—
SIR THOMAS: And be silent './(Kemp slowly obeys.) >Jfou two 
vagabonds, it is clear, are habituated to being plague spots. Berry, R.'cVl. 
the whore is also to be whipped out.
MEG ['Whimpers]: No, no—
SIR THOMAS: This fetid pimp no doubt has seen the bloody 
heads of thieves and such malefactors stuck on the gate pikes of 
more than one city: you know the penalties?
FULK [Wets bis lips]: Yes, sir.
SIR THOMAS: I shall not exact them to the full. You will suffer
the severance of one hand;______________
FULK: One—one— (£fberoom is chilleJ^Julk begins to weep.)
SIR THOMAS: Now, my bird ot paracfise, what shall I do with 
you, have your tongue removed? (Will stares at bim, dumb, Anne 
soon rises in agitation.)
ANNE: Sir Thomas, sir, I—Can I speak a—word—
SIR THOMAS: In his stead? No. (A wait.) He seems quite 
tongueless now.
WILL (^lancbeirj) Do you—do you—
ANNE: Please—
WILL: —dare?
SIR THOMAS: You dare think not?
ANNE: Please, I’m not arguing what he’s done, the right or wrong, 
but when he’s wrong he grants it—
SIR THOMAS: I have not heard him grant it.
WILL: Anne—
ANNE: —but it’s done, will cutting out his tongue give the girl 
a foot back? Or doing what Hodges says either, ye drive my lad 
out it won’t help ye daughter, it only hurts mine here, and isn’t it ye 
own girl matters to yeXJ’ll make it up to ye myself, don’t ask what 
ye asked and I’ll—come do her work—
SIR THOMAS: The girl is not the issue.
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WILL: No.
SIR THOMAS: But penitence is. (We waits on 'Will.) I invite it. .« 
(Will sits wordless, then Sir Jhomas slaps the table.) Bwyfyou ' 
will take this-X (Will stands up in a fear, Anne cuts in.) 
ANNExNo! Now ye make a joke of the child being here, a plea 
for—whatever it was ye said, and why not? Yp’re a learned man 
and I don’t follow all ye words, but God hears—X<fSbe is fierce^.
—what mouthfuls of nonsense men talk with big words, now I’ll 
tell ye what’s real in the world and it’s not towns is ponds/jt’s the 
lad ye buried in the churchyard not so long ago, and when ye lady 
first heard him cry in her blood and gave suck to him she knew 
nothing was real or mattered but that he be kept alive, and kept 
safe^and if ye remember him ye’ll know how I hurt for mine, hurt 
for mine—rfSir Jhomas is motionless )XAnd ye’ll forgive me for 
my—my—Crtciric,e JVfTTTvclss*
SIR THOMAS: Trespasses. Is an honored word. You say unreal, 
who is to so order the world that others than yours may be kept 
safe? I am not simply punishing the past.
ANNE [Desperate]: What do ye want of him?
SIR THOMAS: He knows.
ANNE [Turns]: Then tell him. (Will shakes his head.) He can’t, 
he’s afraid, can’t ye see he’s afraid of ye, what more do ye need?
SIR THOMAS: To hear hints^rTTds it true?
ANNE: Of course it’s trueftell him/why do ye all put on such 
faces? ye’re ashamed he’ll kntrw^Fte said after the whipping— 
WILL: Stop—
ANNE: No, he’s afraid is what he told me! All he wanted was to 
crawl home, he told me that too. And not to me only, to his 
mother, or any—
WILL [Violent]: Stop it!
SIR THOMAS: Is it true? It will serve.
ANNE: Ye’d sooner lose a tongue than say it? (Will on his feet 
to stare around sees Susanna.) For—us?
SIR THOMAS: I tell you this, say it now or you will say nothing 
hereafter.
ANNE: Tell him it’s true!
WILL [Tinally]: It’s—true, it’s—true, true, I— (He closes bis 
eyes, bending oner to hide.) —won’t, no, not—cry— (But be goes 
to bis knees, and into bis hands, weeping. A silence, all watching.
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Anne comes to kneel at bis side, be twists and crawls away from 
her.)
SIR THOMAS [Soon]: I am not oblivious to my memories. They 
include his father, who long served the town, and he himself is 
not without qualities which can be useful here. He has learned a 
lesson, we see, that Walter failed to teach him.
ROCHE [VnsteadvJ: Yes.,
SIR THOMAS: BS^?as tosthis pair—

^.chords BSRRY: Yes, sir.
SIR THOMAS: The penalties I spoke of will be executed to
morrow at daybreak. Is it clear to all? (He surveys the room, all 
are still, or murmur assent.) Until then, you are at liberty. To 
vanish.
FULK: Wha—what—
MEG: Go?
FULK: Ah, thank ye, sir, thank ye— (He endeavors to kiss Sir 
Thomas's hand..}
SIR THOMAS [7n distaste]: Stop that. (To the roomful.) Very 

_____ well, this hearing is at an end. You may now leavdK(7be Towns
people stand, disperse in a buzz of voices, straggle out, Tulk and
Meg push out in a hurry.)
KEMP: I’m included?
SIR THOMAS: You will most certainly be whipped out in one 
houcX.(Xewp turns and goes, the Players after him, Med lingers.) 
NED: My friend doesn’t represent us in the best light. For myself, 
I—offer our apologies, and— (Sir Thomas ignores him, Med goes, 
with the last of the crowd. Will lies against a bench, and Anne 
comes back to him. Sir Thomas signals her out, sbe retreats to 
Susanna, and they leave. Sir Thomas contemplates Will, alone in

_____ tbe room.)
SIR THOMAS: May I counsel you? (Will is silent. Presently Sir 

—— Thomas gathers bis papers and stick, he walks past him.)
WILL [Tben]: I—regret the jingle, I wrote it in anger. (Sir 
Thomas turns.) It does you some injustice.
SIR THOMAS: I had you whipped in angejXJustice should be— 
judicious.
WILL: I think you’re quoting me. And when he took the whip to 
me I was quoting you about this herd of louts, that’s a riddle, isn’t 
it, that we’d be in such accord while you’re flogging me?
SIR THOMAS: The defects in man’s nature jump to the eye.
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Scene 2

(\jwilighf) the empty stocks. Jhe drum is distant. Will 
P“l Is ois sack down, rises with jacket in hand, gazes about,

WILLXGather, now gather all my cruelties into one scalpel and 
cry, to put off the skin of my past, though its blood like a birth
mark taint me forever^CTown^Cteeple^marketplaceXthe stones I 
learned to walk on, like the loves of a childhood now must dwindle 
behind mexbefore me, all is. Tooth and nail, of such is the king
dom, destroy or lie uncreated: and 1 will be, if I undo a world— 
(Susanna runs in to him.)
SUSANNA: Papa— (We turns, and catches her up.)
WILL: Bug, bug—
SUSANNA*^ommy said catch up with ye.
WILLQRackedJ? I can’t, I can’t, I can’t— (We rocks with her in 
his arms. Opposite, Anne hurries in.)
ANNE: Will. I’m sorry for what I—did there, or said, I said only 
what someone had to—
WILL: Yes.
ANNE: For ye own sake, lad.
WILL: I know.
ANNE: And mine. And hers.
WILL: Yes. To keep what 1 have, I must—learn to obey— (Jhe 
drum interrupts, the Players come in with their bundles to a dead 
march, and break up laughing. Jleming leaps on the stocks, where 
he addresses Susanna.)
1 IEMING-.--Old faces and new friends, There’a an old face—
NED [Impatient]: Come along, come along.
HEMING. Do you believe in playa?
SUSANNA: Momma, I didn’t see the play— (Sbe runs crying to 
Anne, who hugs her, Xemp hurries in.)
ANNE: Now, now, there’ll be others—
NED [Meanwhile]: Save your strength. We’ve a long walk ahead, 
and no sleep.
KEMP: We’ll put up under a hedge.
NED: I’m grateful to you. A brilliant engagement! (Jhey straggle 
out with their bundles, Xemp remains.)
KEMP: We’re in a hurry. Give me the play you stole. (We points 
to Wills jacket. Will lifts the text from a pocket, Xemp takes it.) 
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WILL: I think mine jump faster, to a whip. Or other threats. Yes. 
SIR THOMAS: To banish you was my—expectation.
WILL: She thought only to save me.
SIR THOMAS: And did.
WILL: Yes. To be what, a continual—speck in your eye?
SIR THOMAS: I have other expectationsXYou have learned that 
in human affairs^. unhappily, the exercise of authority is indis
pensable :(bend to Jt}
WILL: Or break.
SIR THOMAS: Yes.
WILL: I—broke.

.SIR THOMAS: Bend to it. (He turns, to leave.)
WILL: Nc&tThe world isn’t a—skull that says me nay, it’s a god
head alive with tongues. Yours is but one. You asked who is to— 
order was your word—
SIR THOMAS: Yes.
WILL: And who is?
SIR THOMAS: Those who make order in themselves.
WILL: And how shall I make order of the—contrarieties in me? 
SIR THOMAS: By giving up parts of yourself, as all men do: it 
is called self-mastery.
WILL [Care/ully]: Which parts?
SIR THOMAS: You have the precepts of a thousand years to in
struct you.
WILL: Which is to say all wisdom is in, keep the box closed. Or 
open it up, heads, guts, hearts, see what we are? and perhaps at 
the bottom is hop^XOf something else, something in us I—have 
no tongue for, hear flowing, underground, elusive as water, but 
compress it enough it will move stones to get out^What, are there 
no surprises in us?
SIR THOMAS: Fewer, as I age. You are one. (He returns, 
pinches out the candles, lights dotwi.jxThe winter will be long, we 
may talk again.
WILL: With your half of it written on my back?
SIR THOMAS: I doubt it will be needed now. I wrote only make 
order in yourself
WILL: It is my prayer. (Sir Jhomas walks out, Will sits alone 
among the benches, with bis sack, and the faint thud of the drum 
is heard.)
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Good luck, lad. If you’re ever in London, look for meWKemf) nods 
to Anne, shoulders his bundle, and hurries after the others. Jhe 
drum and trumpet are heard receding.)
WILL: Kemp!
KEMP [Turns]: Yes? (TPill hesitates on Anne and Susanna, then 
is headlong.)
WILL: I’ll sell sausages in the pit.
KEMP: What?
WILL: Let me come.
KEMP: Where, London?
WILL: With you.
KEMP: Now?
WILL: Yes.
KEMP: You’re daft.
WILL: Tell me come.
KEMP: You’d never walk it, a night in the stocks and a flogging— 
WILL: I’ll walk it.
KEMP: I know you’re playstruck, give yourself a little time to 
ponder it, you’ll—
WILL: Don’t lecture me, say yes or no!
KEMP: No!
WILL: I’m coming.
ANNE: What?
KEMP: No! You think I’m daft too? Your name is trouble, boy— 
WILL: I’m coming with you.
KEMP: No, you’re not. I’d as soon have a hive of bees in my 
crotch as you in a company—
WILL: The road’s free, I can walk where I please.
KEMP: Not with me.
WILL: I’ll be with you at the bridge—
KEMP: We’ll throw you in the river! (Xetnp hurries out with bis 
bundle.)
WILL [Sbouts]: I’m coming! (Tbe drum recedes. Will turns back 
to Anne, and Susanna runs to him, he steps back, fending her off.)
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SUSANNA: Papa— mov’e Su_
WILL: No. Get away.-sW*
ANNE: What crazy—ye said they—
SUSANNA: —I didn’t see the play— fnore se
WILL: Take her home. mo/e a e.
ANNE: Them, ye’re going with— move a
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WILL: Yes.
ANNE: —them, now? But none of us—Lad, we can’t—
WILL: Alone.
ANNE: Alone!
SUSANNA [Runs back]: Ye promised ye’d take me to the play— 
ANNE: Be still! (She slaps Susanna, who falls back a step, Anne 
at once reaches for her, but Susanna twists free, runs wailing to 
“Will, and he kneels to embrace her.)
WILL: Now listen, now listen, I’m in trouble here, bug, I’m— 
going away—
ANNE: How do ye mean alone?
WILL: —to a great city, full of so many things, I’U send you 
such—things—
ANNE: Answer me, what’s alone?
WILL: —go hug Mommy, she loves you more than I do, she’s a 
most— (Tie turns Susanna back toward Anne.) —giving— 
ANNE: How do ye mean alone?
WILL: I can’t live with you. Not now, not—live— (Anne bolds 
Susanna to her skirt, rigid.)
ANNE: Why?
WILL: —not obey, not obey—
ANNE: Ye mean here.
WILL: —not lose what piece of me is left—
ANNE: We’ll come there.
WILL [Torn]: No. Not serve—
ANNE: What?
WILL: I can’t—serv^him or you, till I’m all of a piece I can’t— 
give, live for, love—
ANNE: Love—
WILL: —everything I love in you—
ANNE: Ye never did!
WILL: HalLcf me—
ANNE ((Jiercey Do ye know what the word means?
WILL: —half of me was bom in you, love, it means—you and 
he are one voice now, you said what he said, obey what is. Let me 
go— (Anne stares at him, it is by an effort she says it.)
ANNE: Ye’re—leaving me, lad? Ye won’t—send for us—
WILL: If I can.
ANNE: —or ever come back—
WILL [DesperatejXIf I caaXNot now, whatever I—uproot in the 
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PROPERTY PLOT

Props—crude, band hewn, circa 1580 and earlier

ACT ONE—Preset:

On Stage:
Baby sock (identical backup for the one in the laundry basket)
Trap—small, fake and practical, easy to operate,- neeeds a long chain

attached
Fox—grey and large as possible, weighted, and set in the trap 
Head of cabbage—in a cloth bag with drawstrings (to be hit by

Richards instead of clubbing the fox)
Stocks
Tack or pushpin in the stocks post 

Off Stage l.:
1 wine jug—with cup of water in it—(Will)
1 wine jug—identical, dry—(Fulk)
1 fishing pole—with 4 large fish—(Fulk)
1 longbow—(Richards)
2 sticks of wood—to be snapped for live sound 
1 coin—(Anne)
1 basket—small, round, wicker, filled with laundry which is sewn in, 

plus 1 loose piece of laundry, plus 1 baby sock with a small weight 
sewn into it

1 keg—cut to the rake, for Kemp to stand on—(Heining)
3 balls—(Juggler)
1 plate and balancing stick, fake trick—(Juggler)
1 warrant—from the Earl of Leicester—(Ned)
1 letter of recommendation—(Roche)
1 walking stick—(Sir Thomas) (made from pool cue)
1 pole—with geese and chickens on each end—(Townswoman)
2 jugs—earthenware, different from wine jugs—(Townswoman)
1 club—(Richards)
1 knife—(Richards)
1 Kemp’s table—(carried on by Hodges)
3 stools—raked to play on platform—(Kemp)
1 lamp—with candle and matches—(Hodges)
1 ledger—(Kemp)
1 charcoal pencil—(Kemp)
1 tray—wooden, with 3 tankards—(Hodges)
1 chair—wooden rehearsal throne, with arms, and raked—(Heming) 
3 tables—in diminishing perspective—(Townspeople)
2 benches—wooden, (work again in the Trial)
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ribs of me— (We touches Susanna's head, a last time, Anne 
catches him by the wrist.)
ANNE: No—
WILIx If I keep you now I lose myself. Don’t you see? (She 
sees, bows to it, yes.) Make me that gift—
ANNE: No.
WILL: —of myself. Let me go. (A whisper.) Let me go— 
ANNE: No— (But at last she releases bis wrist, he snatches up 
the sack, and backs away.)
WILL: Go<£tforgive me. (We turns, and runs stumbling off. Anne 
bends over Susanna’s head. And presently the night commences 
to descend around them, voices murmur, a few townspeople drift 
in, among them the townsman with the lute, softly singing—

—live but a fool to 
'JwasT''tbgt<£etrt~'the bush,

to othe
and in the gathering darkness others wander on, some passing, 
some baiting to eye her curiously, then nothing more is visible.)

END OF THE PLAY
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APPENDIX fi

SET DESIGN

Fig. 1. — Original set concept

Fig. 2. — Rick's set design



APPENDIX C

COSTUME CONCEPTS

Fig. 1. — Gentleman and beggar

Fig. 2. — Players

~\Vi(L Kempe



APPENDIX D

AUDITION MATERIALS

Fig. 1. — Audition pieces

Anne, Will - 18-21 
46-51 
73-74

Anne, will, Suzy - 83-85

Will, Suzy - 43-44

Will, Kemp - 83
71-72

Sir Thomas, Will - 80-81

Fulk, Will - 62-63

Sir Thomas, Will, Roche - 60-61 

Hodges, Will, Sandells, Anne - 56-57

Jenny, Will - 52-54

John, Will - 45-46

Anne, Gilbert, Roche - 39-40

Ned, Kemp, Heming, Arthur, 
Hodges, Will - 30-31 

Sir Thomas, Richards - 24-25 

Anne, Will, Fulk - 22-23 

Fulk. Meg, Will - 11-12

Will, Kemp, Sir Thomas, 
Hodges, Roche - 77-78

Fig. 2. — Audition chart

Will Sir Thomas Folk.

Ridno«-ds U-ode^es Sandells Old «3*oVtn

Med RocbC <V'\t>er4-

Anne Jenn^



APPENDIX S

WEEKLY SCHEDULE

Week 1: block act I-III

Week 2: set blocking 
emphasis on
a) interpretation
b) subtext
c) character
d) relationships

Week 3: same as week 2 plus 
rework trouble spots 
give oral notes

Week 4: run show as many 
times as possible 
take written notes

APPENDIX F

ASSESSMENT

Success:

1. unity
2. no one character stood out
3. emotion conveyed
4. consistancy of performance
5. development of Will’s 

character
6. believeability
7. adapting script to stage
8. muted and dirty costumes 

conveyed poverty
9. good utilization of stage

10. Anne and Will - good 
relationship

11. townspeople as whole
12. pacing
13- cast’s ability to handle 

language
14. individual growth

Failure:

1. Will’s genius
2. flamboyance of players
3. Anne's vocal strength
4. clearer definition between 

groups
5. Will’s relationship with 

Sir Thomas
6. Will’s "difference '
7. Will’s poetic superiority
8. word meaning lost



APPENDIX G
PROGRAM AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
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The Carroll College Little Theatre
presents
A CRY OF PLAYERS
by William Gibson
Directed by Heather Melton
February 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 1982 ?:30 p.m.

THE CAST (in order of appearance)
Will Dan Judge
Fulk Pete Walther

Meg Kathy Fuhrmann
Richards Roger Schlis

Susanna October Seastone
Anne Janet Liebel Jones
Kemp Pat Pope

Sir Thomas Pat Schulte
Ned Burt Hoyt

Sandells Rich Standiford
Roche John Weninger
Jenny Sue Gilboy

Hodges Bob Holton
Heming Nick Myers
Arthur Timmy Loos

Old John Jim Pfarr
Gilbert Chris Perez

Townspeople Maria Tripeny
Laura Foster 
Elisabeth Loos

THE STAFF

Assistant Director 
Stage Manager

Costume Designer 
Lighting Designer 

Set Designer
Technical Director 

Propmistress
House Manager 

<§c Box Office

Kathy Fuhrmann 
Maria Tripeny 
Dorothy Harper 
Jim Manning 
Rick Penrod 
Jim Bartruff 
Laurie Beeler 
Kathy Miller 
Sheila Miller 
Jean Miller

A CRY OF PLAYERS is presented through special arrangements 
with Dramatist Play Service, Inc.



THE CRESTS
Costumes

Set

Lights

Sound

Dorothy Harper 
Janet Liebel Jones 
Heather Melton 
Rich Standiford 
Pat Pope
Jean Miller 
Dan Judge, Head 
Pete Walther 
Yuriko Konishi 
Rich Standiford 
Esther Karpf 
Jim Manning, Head 
Michael Le'au, Board 
Laurie Beeler

Leslie Cott 
Laura Foster 
Mickey Horton 
Bonnie Kalaveras 
Yuriko Konishi 
Kathy Miller

Michael Le’au 
Jim Manning 
Patricia Foster 
Pat Pope

Operator

ABOUT TONIGHT’S PRODUCTION

"Who Is it that can tell me who I am?"
—William Shakespeare

PART ONE
Scene 1 A hill, at night.
Scene 2 The town square, next morning.
Scene 3 The hill, that evening.
Scene 4 The tavern, later.
Scene 5 The home, later that night

INTERMISSION
PART TWO
Scene 6 The hill, midnight.
Scene 7 The town square, next afternoon.
Scene 8 The Guild Hall, later.
Scene 9 The town square, following.

The action occurs in an obscure town in England, one 
autumn in the 1580's.

ALPHA PSI OMEGA, the national dramatics honorary, is active 
on the Carroll campus. The following members of the company 
of A CRY OF PLAYERS are members of Alpha Psi:

Heather Melton 
Dan Judge 
Pete Walther

Sue Gilboy 
Jim Manning 
Laurie Beeler



THE LITTLE THEATRE gratefully acknowledges the contributions of 
the following for their support with this production.
Rick Penrod KTVG-TV 12 
Grand Street Theatre HCAP AM-FM 
Frank Meckler, Custom Upholstery KBLL AM-FM
Mary Kunnary 
Slim Williams 
Gladys Miller 
Lynn Nelson 
Ken Nielson 
Lori Kelly 
Chris Callanan 
Jia Pfarr 
Roger Schlis

KMTX AM
KHTC-FM
Dave Shors
Gene Fisher
The Independent-Record 
Kay Satre 
Stage Makeup Class 
Alpha Psi Omega 
Little Theatre Company

UPCOMING EVENTS

February 12-March 20 ”1 DO, I DO” A musical about marriage
Weekends only 8:00 p.m. GRAND STREET THEATRE

February 26, 26 "An Evening of Mime with Wally Bivins"
8:00 p.m. Helena Movement Center

Saturday, March 6 "The Hartford Ballet" Helena Series...
8:00 p.m. Helena Junior High Auditorium

Karen 3,4 Auditions for Brecht's "THREEPENNY OPERA" Little Theatre 
7:30 p.m. All persons are invited to try-out. Please prepare

a short song as part of your audition.
March 8-14 Annual New York Theatre Tour New York, New York 

Edison Hotel Members of the group will attend performances 
of DREAMGIRLS, EV1TA, AMADEUS, THE FANTASTICKS and CLOUD 9.

April 21-25 "THE THREEPENNY OPERA" by Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill 
7»30 p.m. Carroll College Little Theatre

April 27 Annual Little Theatre Awards Banquet

Also coming... "Getting Out" Presented by Second Story Cinema 
"Cyrano de Bergerac" Grand Street Theatre 
"Pippin" Grand Street Theatre
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gibson’s
xry of players’

The Carroll College 
LITTLE THEATRE 
presents
'A CRY OF PLAYERS'
A play 
by
William Gibson 
Directed by 
Heather Melton 
Designed by 
Rick Penrod 
Jim Manning 
Dorothy Harper 
February 17-21,
?;30 p.m.

William Gibson's compelling drama A CRY OF PLAYERS 
*hich will be on stage at the Carroll College Little 
Theatre on February 17-21, although not based on doc
umented historical evidence, gives ua a look at William 
Shakespeare the man instead of William Shakespeare the 
historical figure. The play helps us to envision and 
understand the man and his times. It was first produced 
on Broadway in 1968 starring Anne Bancroft and Frank 
Langella.

Gibson tells of a young spirited and irresponsible 
Will who is married to Anne, eight years his senior.
They have three children. Will loves his family but 
cannot bring himself to give up his youthful follies 
and become the dutiful, responsible husband Anne wants’ 
him to be. Within his breast beats the heart of a 
dreamer, an adventurer and a poet. When a band of 
travelling players comes to town, Will is torn between 
the cry of the players to join them in London and his 
obligation to stay and care for his family. In the 
end, as history has it, Will leaves his family, home 
and security behind to answer the cry of players.

The cast includes Dan Judge 
as Willj Janet Jones as his wife 
Anne; Pat Pope plays Kempi Pat 
Schulte is Sir Thomas; and, Su
sanna is played by October Sea- 
stone. Other members of the 
cast include; Pete Walther,
Kathy Fuhrmann, Roger Schlis,
Burt Hoyt, Rich Standiford,
John Weninger, Sue Gilboy, Bob 
Holton, Nick Myers, Timmy Loos,
Am Pfarr, Chris Perez, Maria 
Tripeny, Laura Foster and 
Elizabeth Loos.

The Carroll College Little 
Theatre production of A CRY OF 
PLAYERS is being directed by 
Heather Melton.

Rick Penrod, resident de
signer at Grand Street Theatre, 
designed the set. Lights are 
by Jim Manning; Costumes by 
Dorothy Harper; Props and sound 
by Laurie Beeler. Jim Bartruff 
served as Technical Director.

A
1982
Manhattan
Adventure

The fourth annual New York 
Theatre tour will leave Helena 
aboard NW Orient airlines for 
"the Big Apple" on Monday morn
ing March 8 for a week-long stay. 
Tour members, under the leader
ship of Jim Bartruff, will return 
to Helena on March 14.

This year 42 persons are 
making the trip. In Hew York, 
the group stays at the Edison 
Hotel right in the heart of the 
theatre district in midtown 
Manhattan. Group activities 
include seminars with theatre 
professionals...sightseeing ex
cursions. ..playgoing...dining... 
shopping...and more. As a group 
this year's tour will see three 
Broadway plays and one play off- 
Broadway. The Broadway shows 
include; DREAMGIRLS, EVITA and 
AMADEUS. Off-Broadway, some 
members of the group will see 
The Fantasticks while others 
will see Cloud 9«

Next year's tqur is already 
in the planning stages. Persons 
interested in being a part of 
that group should contact Jim 
Bartruff, director of theatre.
As in the past, next year's tour 
is being planned over Spring 
break which (in 1983) will be 
March 4-13.

requests that you prepare 
An accompanist will be provided.

1982

11
Audition Notice

. f°r Bertolt Brecht's THREEPENNY OPERA will be
ij®1* ™ Carr°U Colleee Little Theatre on March 3 and 4

7;30 p.m. each night. This annual swimr „_j_,, - Thls annual spring musical is under
the direction of Jim Bartruff. He 
a song for your audition.



Carroll College
Helena, Montana

February, 1982

Fact Sheets 
What:
Wherei
When:
Curtains

A CRY CF PLAYERS
A play by William Gibson 
Carroll College Little Theatre 
February 1?,18,19,20,21 1982
7:30 p.m. each night

TICKETS to events at the Carroll Little 
Theatre are priced at $2 and $1. Re
servations may be made by calling 
442-3455 weekdays from noon to 5 P«m.

ABOUT THE PLAY: A brilliant work by one of our nation's major playwrights, A
• CRY OF PLAYERS deals with the early, troubled years of a budding poet

named Will Shakespeare. Since only fragments of the poet's life are 
actually known, the play is Gibson's fictionalized creation, perhaps 
based on published conjecture. Gibson shows us a young, high-spirited 
and irresponsible husband of Anne (who is eight years older than he is) 
and the father of the moppet Susanna and recently born twins. He loves 
his wife, but he loves his carefree existence as well. When a troupe 
of itinerant actors arrives and he hears the flowery poetry of the stage, 
it is the siren cry of players in his ears and he determines to be him
self thereafter, even though it means life away from home, family, comfort 
and security. None of the play is explicitly about Shakespeare or 
Stratford—neither name is used, although the characters are called Will 
and Anne and so on. There is no attempt to disguise the identity of 
this callow, impulsive, flowery-languaged young man with an articulate, 
impudent tongue...The audience can lend itself to a rousing tale involving 
vivid, believable characters. The play is geared to an adult audience.
It is suggested for mature audiences only. On Broadway, the play 
featured Anne Bancroft and Frank Langella.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: One of the most prolific of modern playwrights, William Gibson 
is perhaps best known for his moving drama about the young Helen Keller 
and her teacher Annie Sullivan, THE MIRACLE WORKER, And although many 
of his plays seem to be based upon historical figures: A CRY OF PLAYERS
(Shakespeare), GOLLA (Golda Meir) and THE MIRACLE WORKER (Helen Keller); 

his subjects are as diverse asxapproach to each play. Other titles 
include DINNY AND THE WITCHES, THE BUTTERFINGERS ANGEL..., THE BODY AND 
THE WHEEL, GOLDEN BOY and AMERICAN PRIMITIVE. The latter, based on the 
correspondence between John and Abigail Adams was produced at Carroll 
in 1975- His play TWO FOR THE SEESAW was adapted into the popular 
musical SEESAW.

A.
w ABOUT THE DIRECTOR: Heather Melton is a senior at Carroll College majoring in 

Communications, Political Science and Theatre. She has appeared on 
the stages of Capital High School, The Grand Street Theatre and Carroll 
College. She was most recently seen as Linda in Carroll's production 
of PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM. Last season she directed Leonard Melfi's 
BIRDBATH as part of the Little Theatre Festival.

ABOUT THE STAFF: Guest designer for A CRY OF PLAYERS is Rick Penrod of the Grand
Street Theatre. A graduate of the MFA design program at Southern Illinois

( University-Champaign-Urbana, his local credits Include CHAPTER TWO, THE
CRUCIFER OF BLOOD, THE LAST MEETING OF THE KNIGHTS OF THE WHITE MAGNOLIA, 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU and I DO, I DOJ Serving as technical director 
is Jim Bartruff. James Manning is designing the lights and Dorothy Harper 
is costume supervisor,


